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• UMaine presidential candidate
Van de Wetering
By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
John E. Van de Wetering, one of the four
candidates for presidency of the University
Maine, had an open forum with students
Friday morning, emphasizing his accessibil-
ity to students and saying cuts in academics
should be made last.
After making a brief introduction, Van de
Wetering, who is currently president of the
State University of New York College at
Brockport, was asked questions submitted by
the audience in the Bodwell Lounge in the
Maine Center for the Arts.
"The central mission of a university is its
academic mission," he said, "cuts must be
made at a minimum level to spare academic
fields student questions
programs."
Van de Wetering talked about the cuts he
has had to make at SUNY - Brockport and
noted that faculty were always the last to
receive cuts. As a result of budget cuts the
administration had been reorganized twice
during his presidency, he said.
UMaine would not be a "stepping stone"
for another administrative position at another
university, he said. Van de Wetering cited his
combined 16 years as a college president at
SUNY—Brockport and Eastern Montana
College as a sign of his dedication.
`That does not leave a lot of time for
stepping stones," he said.
The president of UMaine "should lobby
very, very aggressively," he said. —The president
should be a clear spokesperson for the university
Maya Angelou kicks off Civil Rights Awareness Month
with the state legislature and the public."
He said a university can help stimulate the
economy with technical research, which is in
the interest of the state and the surrounding
communities.
Van de Wetering said he was not looking
for a job as president, but said he was "drawn
to Maine." Before accepting a position at any
institution, he said he needs to learn a great
deal about it.
"The only way you learn about an institu-
tion is to become involved in it," Van de
Wetering said, "I'm here to learn. You're here
to learn about me and I'm here to learn about
an institution."
When asked about cutting one of UMaine's
Scc WETERING on page 6
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Maya Angelou, author and civil rights activist, makes a point during her lecture lastWednesday at the Maine Center for the Arts, Story on page 18. (Baer photo)
• UMaine administrator
Halstead considered for Arizona position
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
The University of Maine recently came close to
losing another top administrator to a warmer climate,
but thisntime it wasn't to a school in Florida.
Vice President of Student Affairs John Halstead
was named one of five final candidates for the posi-
tion of vice president of student affairs at the Univer-
sity of Arizona, but after a three day visit to the
campus in early December and a series of interviews,
Halstead has withdrawn his candidacy.
Nominated by an unknown source and contacted
twice in the fall by the academic executive search firm
of Krinsky and Associates, Halstead allowed consid-
eration of his candidacy and review of his credentials.
In November he alerted his staff, Interim UMaine
President John Hitt and several student leaders of his
nomination.
After screening applicants' evaluations and com-
ments, the 15 member committee invited five candi-
dates to the Tucson campus for intensive interviews
with faculty, staff, students and community leaders.
Halstead visited 11A Dec. 4-6, 1991 for what he
described as a "very, very extensive process."
"It's a chance for them to get a good look at me and
for me to take a good look at the institution," he said.
The University of Arizona is a school with 35,000
students, a high commitment to diversity, an excellent
faculty, and a student affairs division with a staff of
950 and a budget of $60 million.
According to an article published in the Jan.17,
1992 edition of the Arizona Daily Wildcat, the UA
student newspaper, Halstead was an active candidate
for the position, along with two others, but was not
one of the two asked to return for final interviews.
Currently in contention for the position are Saun-
dra Lawson Taylor, student affairs vice president at
Western Washington University and James C. Hurst,
chief student affairs officer at the University of Wy-
oming.
University of Arizona Vice Provost and Search
Committee Chair Holly Martin Smith was quoted as
Scc HALSTEAD on page 7
John Van de Wetering, president of
SUNY Brockport, UMaine presidential
finalist. (File photo.)
• Presidential Search
Four finalists chosen for
UMaine presidency
By Michelle Hikel
Staff Writer
Four finalists have been select-
ed by the University of Maine pres-
idential search committee to con-
tend for the university's top admin-
istrative position, vacated last June
by former UMaine president Dale
Lick.
According to George W. Wood,
presidential search committee chai r,
the four presi-
dential candi-
dates are J. Van
de Wetering,
president of
State University
of New York
College at
Brockport; Fre-
derick E.
Hutchinson, se-
nior vice-presi-
dent of Academ-
ic Affairs at
Ohio State Uni-
versity; J.
and then to tour final candidates
after conducting the off-site inter-
views.
University of Maine Chancellor
Robert Woodbury said the search
process was "going very well."
"I think we're very lucky. These
are experienced, able people who
clearly have good leadership quali-
ties, and know tbe challenges facing
higher educatiop today. I'm very
positive about the way things are
going," he said.
According
to Wood, the
candidates are
aware that
UMaine is an
institution with
many financial
problems posed
by the state's
budget crisis.
"These peo-
ple know there
are financial
problems in the
state, and are
Presidential finalists
John Van de Wetering,
SUNY Brockport
Frederick Hutchinson,
Ohio State University
J. Michael Orenduff,
UMainc Farmington
H. Ray Hoops,
University of Mississippi
Michael Orenduff, president of the
University of Maine at Farmington
and H. Ray Hoops, vice-chancellor
for Academic Affairs at the 1.1ni ver-
sity of Mississippi.
"Right now, things are very posi-
tive, as we have four very fine candi-
dates. The only problem we face, is
which one to have," Wood said.
According to Wood, the com-
mittee selected the candidates after
conducting a series of "off-site in-
terviews," Jan. 6 and 7.
Wood said the committee first
read through the resumes of 86 appli-
cants, and with the help of Academic
Search Consultant Service (ASCS)
consultants, selected eight of the most
outstanding candidates.
He said the committee narrowed
the selection pool to six candidates
after completing reference checks,
still very eager to apply for this
position."
Wood said the candidates all
had experience dealing with bud-
getary problems at a university.
"Right now, these financial prob-
lems are present all over the coun-
try. Ohio State is having its own set
of financial problems, and so is the
University of Mississippi, and the
University of New York, though
not as severe as Maine's. These
people have experience in this field,"
he said.
Steven Urquhart, student repre-
sentative to the search committee,
said the four finalists were of "high
calibre" and were "well-qualified
for the position of president."
'The ability to effectively deal
See SEARCH on page 7
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WorldBriefs • IRA bomb explodes in Northern Ireland killing seven• Five blacks killed in South African unrest
• Man contaminated in nuclear plant explosion
• Terrorism
IRA bomb kills seven workers in van
1 BELFAST (AP) — Seven construction workers were killed and seven othersinjured when an IRA bomb blew their van off a remote Northern Ireland countryroad Friday night.
It was the bloodiest attack on civilians in the British province since the Irish RepublicanArmy killed II people attending a war memorial ceremony in Enniskillen in 1987.The IRA, battling to oust Britain from Northern Ireland, claimed responsibility forthe attack.
The IRA considers construction workers to be legitimate targets if they do repair workfor British security forces.
The seven who died were going home after working on an army contract in Omagh,County Tyrone.
The carnage prompted calls from Protestant politicians for the introduction ofinternment without trial.
But British Northern Ireland Minister Peter Brooke ruled out discussion of internmentas an option.
• Soviet coup
Prosecutor files charges
against coup suspects
3 MOSCOW (AP) — Prosecutors Saturday formal-ly charged 13 people — including the former Sovietprime minister, KGB chief and defense minister —
with conspiracy to seize power during the failed coup.
Officials said the 13 could face 10 to 15 years in prison or
the death penalty for their part in the August coup.
The charges cap a four-month investigation that collected
125 volumes of evidence and also reviewed the actions of the
KGB, the armed forces, and Communist Party and other
institutions, the Tass news agency said.
Among those charged were former Soviet KGB chief
Vladimir Kryuchkov, Prime Minister Valentin Pavlov, De-
fense Minister Dmitri Yazov, Supreme Soviet Chairman
Anatoly Lukyanov and Vice President Gennady Yanayev.
• Nuclear weapons
Korean nuclear treaty
4 SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — The two Koreasexchanged signed texts Tuesday of a historic agree-ment intended to keep nuclear arms out of their region
and requiring the communist North to renounce its suspected
nuclear weapons program.
Documents of the nuclear arms ban accord were ex-
changed in a brief ceremony at a border truce village.
The agreement, reached after weeks of intense negotia-
tions, is meant to keep either side from making, possessing,
testing or deploying nuclear weapons on its territory. Experts
believe the North possesses the capability to make a crude
atomic bomb by 1993.
The accord has been hailed as an event that could end
decades of hostility on the peninsula, divided since 1945.
• Stupid pet tricks
Cat dials 911 repeatedly
5 BOYNTON BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Police rushedto Barbara Marple's apartment to find out why 911was being repeatedly dialed without anyone speaking
on the other end.
The first call came in at 9 p.m. Sunday. Police traced the
address and went to the apartment, but no one answered.
The next mysterious call was recorded at 10:07 p.m.,
followed by several more.
Police went back, banged on the door and woke Ms. Mamie
from a nap. The 23-year-old supermarket employee denied
making the calls, but the policy insisted on checking inside.
In a bedroom, Ms. Marple and the police found her calico
cat, named Kitten, with one paw on the cordless phone. Kitten
punched 9-1-1 the first time. Then she hit the redial button.
• Civil unrest
Rival groups battle killing nine blacks
2 JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — Five black miners were killed and26 injured in a battle between two rival groups at a platinum mine compoundpolice said Saturday.
Police col. Johann Mostert said trouble broke out when a miner from the Sotho tribe died
Friday in an incident involving a worker from the Shangaan tribe.
Although the circumstances of the death were not immediately clear, Sotho workersblamed the Shangaans. The two sides fought at the Northern Platinum Mine in Thabazimbi,125 miles north of Johannesburg, Mostert said.
The mine was reported calm Saturday.
The incident is the latest at mines around the country the past year.
Police reported four additional deaths Friday.
A black man was killed when thrown from a moving train in Soweto township outsideJohannesburg. It was the second such fatal attack in two days.
Police said three black men were killed in black townships in the eastern province ofNatal.
• Political unrest
Cuba cracks down on
dissent as crisis deepens
6 MEXICO CITY (AP) —A pro-Castro mob invad-ed the apartment of Maria Elena Cruz Varela andforced the dissident poet, literally, to eat her own words.
"The apartment was destroyed," fellow dissident Gladys
Gonzales explained by telephone later from Havana, where
the attack occurred. "Maria Elena's mouth was injured
because they made her swallow pamphlets. It was one of the
most violent things I've ever seen."
Cuba's economic free fall is pushing its edgy leaders to
crack down on dissent, sometimes through violent proxies.
Communist Party mobs have carried out scores of "acts
of repudiation" against dissidents since the Soviet empire's
chaotic demise made Cuba a political and economic orphan.
"There is a feeling they are at the brink and there is no
room to tolerate dissident," said Philip Brenner of American
University in Washington, an expert on Cuba who returned
from a visit to Havana last week.
Gangs gather at the homes of opposition leaders, hurling
rocks, eggs and insults. Sometimes they break in or beat
people. The attacks often are followed by the victim's arrest.
Defense Minister Raul Castro threatened early this
month to revive "revolutionary tribunals" like those that
led to the executions of several thousand people after the
1959 revolution.
• Nuclear plant accident
Man contaminated in
nuclear plant explosion
7 BERWICK, Pa. (AP) — A small explosion at anuclear power plant Saturday contaminated a work-er with radioactive dust, officials said.
The Susquehanna Nuclear Plant continued operation, no
radiation was released into the atmosphere and there was nodanger to the public, said Jim Marsh, spokesman for plant
owner Pennsylvania Power and Light Co.
The accident was termed an "unusual event," the lowest
of four federal classifications of nuclear emergency.
The explosion happened as a maintenance crew worked
on a recombiner, a device that joins hydrogen producedin a nuclear reaction with oxygen to make water as a way
of disposing of the hydrogen, said Ira Kaplan, a plant
spokesman.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission spokesman Karl Abra-ham said gases had been removed from the recombiner forthe repairs, but some hydrogen lingered in the system.
"The workmen were doing some grinding on some metalin the recombiner," he said. "A spark reached the hydrogen
and caused it to flash into flame."
During the explosion, the one worker's protective suit
ripped or burned, exposing his skin to radioactive dust.Kaplan said. The worker's face mask remained in place,preventing him from breathing the dust, he said.
vultuaries
Two UMaine students die in accidents over break
For two Maine families, Christmas, the season of hope, became a season of tragedy as twoUniversity of Maine students were killed in separate car accidents just days before Christmas.
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
Stacie Lane, 21, a junior zoology majcil
from Skowhegan, was involved in a fatal car
accident Dec. 21, 1991 in Fairfield on her
way to a graduation party in Boothbay Har-
bor, according to Robert Williams, investi-
gating officer for the Maine State Police.
Lane, her brother Jeffrey, 26, and sister
Kristin, 23, were driving southbound on
Route 201 when they were hit by a Chev-
rolet van driven by Catherine Boldeuc, 36,
of Fairfield.
According to Stephen McCausland,
spokesperson for the Maine State Police,
Boldeuc was travelling north on the two-
lane highway but had been passing on-
coming cars in the southbound lane for at
least a half mile.
At the time of the accident, Boldeuc was
attempting to pass a trailer truck.
"Stacie saw the truck and attempted to
avoid the collision by getting into the break-
down lane," but was unsuccessful, Mc-
Causland said.
Lane was taken to Thayer Hospital in
Waterville and later transferred to Eastern
Maine Medical Center in Bangor, where
she died the next day of massive head
trauma.
Jeffrey Lane was taken to Thayer Hospi-
tal and treated for chest injuries. Kristin Lane
suffered minor injuries and was released. All
three had been wearing seat belts.
Boldeuc was traveling to pick up her
Stacie Lane.
husband at Scott Paper Company and was
uninjured, as were her two sons in the back
seat.
Boldeuc was arrested at the scene and
charged with vehicular manslaughter and
aggravated operating under the influence of
alcohol.
She has two previous 0111 convictions
and has had her license suspended twice,
but was operating with a valid license at the
time of the accident. If convicted, Boldeuc
faces up to 40 years for the vehicular man-
slaughter charge and up to 10 years for
aggravated OUI.
She was released on $50,000 double
surety bail and will be arraigned at 9 a.m. on
Jan. 21 at Skowhegan District Court.
Lane was officially a zoology major, but
her main interest was marine biology, Jen
Griffiths, a close friend, said.
Please sec LANE on pagc 6
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
Melissa Rogers, 19, a University of Maine
student, and Barbara Toby, 59, of Springfield,
died Dec. 21, 1991 as a result of a double car
accident attributed to slippery road conditions.
Rogers and UMaine student John Mar-
cous, 21, were running errands when Mar-
cous' 1991 Nissan was struck on icy Still-
water Avenue in Orono.
Marcous was driving toward Bangor at
3:30 p.m. when Iona Toby, 74, driving to-
ward Old Town, hit a rut on the side of the
road, went into a spin and couldn't pull out.
Toby's car, a 1991 Oldsmobile Cutlass, con-
taining Barbara Toby and James Toby, 53,
crossed into Marcous' lane and struck the
vehicle head-on, according to Officer Roger
Gray of the Orono Police Department.
Rogers and Marcous were taken to East-
ern Maine Medical Center and the Tobys
were taken to St. Joseph's Hospital. Barbara
Toby was later transferred to EMMC, where
she and Melissa Rogers died of internal
injuries and complications.
James Toby and John Marcous were
released later that evening. lona Toby was
transferred to EMMC the next day and re-
leased two weeks later.
Gray said Marcous and Rogers were
wearing passive restraint belts but not lap
belts. He said the Tobys were wearing seat-
belts and cited road conditions as the sole
cause of the accident.
Rogers, a sophomore psychology major
Melissa Rogers.
from Freeport, was a little sister of the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity and enjoyed skiing,
shopping and hanging out with friends, Nicole
Lavers, a lifelong friend, said.
"She was very outspoken and very strong
willed," she said.
"She was really outgoing and had a great
personality."
"She was in the last class to become little
sisters and did a lot of philanthropy work,"
said SAE President Scott Magit.
"She was very personable and friends
with everyone," he said.
Marcous, an SAE brother, said he re-
members Rogers' attitude most.
"She had a real go-getter attitude to-
wards life — she was really full of life."
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The Student Academic Conference
Travel Fund for Undergraduate
Students will hold its second
competition of the academic year. This
fund serves undergraduate students
who need financial assistance for travel
to meetings/conferences of an
academic nature. Applications must be
submitted to the Office of Academic
Affairs (209 Alumni Hall) by Friday,
February 7, 1992. Money will be
awarded for travel taking place
between February 8, 1992 and May 1,
1992. Applications can be obtained at
the Office of Academic Affairs, 209
Alumni Hall, X1-1547.
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Two UMaine students die in accidents over break
For two Maine families, Christmas, the season of hope, became a season of tragedy as twoUniversity of Maine students were killed in separate car accidents just days before Christmas.
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
Stacie Lane, 21, a junior zoology major
from Skowhegan, was involved in a fatal car
accident Dec. 21, 1991 in Fairfield on her
way to a graduation party in Boothbay Har-
bor, according to Robert Williams, investi-
gating officer for the Maine State Police.
Lane, her brother Jeffrey, 26, and sister
Kristin, 23, were driving southbound on
Route 201 when they were hit by a Chev-
rolet van driven by Catherine Boldeuc, 36,
of Fairfield.
According to Stephen McCausland,
spokesperson for the Maine State Police,
Boldeuc was travelling north on the two-
lane highway but had been passing on-
coming cars in the southbound lane for at
least a half mile.
At the time of the accident, Boldeuc was
attempting to pass a trailer truck.
"Stacie saw the truck and attempted to
avoid the collision by getting into the break-
down lane," but was unsuccessful. Mc-
Causland said.
Lane was taken to Thayer Hospital in
Waterville and later transferred to Eastern
Maine Medical Center in Bangor, where
she died the next day of massive head
trauma.
Jeffrey Lane was taken to Thayer Hospi-
tal and treated for chest injuries. Kristin Lane
suffered minor injuries and was released. All
three had been wearing seat belts.
Boldeuc was traveling to pick up her
Stacie Lane.
husband at Scott Paper Company and was
uninjured, as were her two sons in the back
seat.
Boldeuc was arrested at the scene and
charged with vehicular manslaughter and
aggravated operating under the influence of
alcohol.
She has two previous OM convictions
and has had her license suspended twice,
but was operating with a valid license at the
time of the accident. If convicted, Boldeuc
faces up to 40 years for the vehicular man-
slaughter charge and up to 10 years for
aggravated OUI.
She was released on $50,000 double
surety bail and will be arraigned at 9 a.m. on
Jan. 21 at Skowhegan District Court.
Lane was officially a zoology major, but
her main interest was marine biology, Jen
Griffiths, a close friend, said.
Plcasc scc LANE on page 6
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
Melissa Rogers, 19, a University of Maine
student, and Barbara Toby, 59, of Springfield,
died Dec. 21, 1991 as a result of a double car
accident attributed to slippery road conditions.
Rogers and UMaine student John Mar-
cous, 21, were running errands when Mar-
cous' 1991 Nissan was struck on icy Still-
water Avenue in Orono.
Marcous was driving toward Bangor at
3:30 p.m. when Iona Toby, 74, driving to-
ward Old Town, hit a rut on the side of the
road, went into a spin and couldn't pull out.
Toby's car, a 1991 Oldsmobile Cutlass, con-
taining Barbara Toby and James Toby, 53,
crossed into Marcous' lane and struck the
vehicle head-on, according to Officer Roger
Gray of the Orono Police Department.
Rogers and Marcous were taken to East-
ern Maine Medical Center and the Tobys
were taken to St. Joseph's Hospital. Barbara
Toby was later transferred to EMMC, where
she and Melissa Rogers died of internal
injuries and complications.
James Toby and John Marcous were
released later that evening. lona Toby was
transferred to EMMC the next day and re-
leased two weeks later.
Gray said Marcous and Rogers were
wearing passive restraint belts but not lap
belts. He said the Tobys were wearing seat-
belts and cited road conditions as the sole
cause of the accident.
Rogers, a sophomore psychology major
Melissa Rogers.
from Freeport, was a little sister of the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity and enjoyed skiing,
shopping and hanging out with friends, Nicole
Lavers, a lifelong friend, said.
"She was very outspoken and very strong
willed," she said.
"She was really outgoing and had a great
personality."
"She was in the last class to become little
sisters and did a lot of philanthropy work,"
said SAE President Scott Magit.
"She was very personable and friends
with everyone," he said.
Marcous, an SAE brother, said he re-
members Rogers' attitude most.
"She had a real go-getter attitude to-
wards life — she was really full of life."
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• Accident
UMaine student still recovering
from Dec. 13 accident near Geddy's
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
It was around 1 a.m. Friday, Dec.13, 1991
when Gail Wiles started to walk home from
Geddy's bar.
It had been the last bash of the semester
and she had gone out to relax with graduating
friends and take the edge off anxiety over
upcoming finals week.
Gail and her friends reached Chip's Video
and were walking toward her apartment on
Pine St.
The last thing she remembers is talking to
her roommate.
In a matter of seconds she had flown up
onto the hood of a car, smashed the front
windshield, bounced up to the roof, over onto
the trunk, smashed the back windshield and
was back on Park St.
The driver of the car continued down
Route 2, then returned to the scene.
"I was conscious, but I don't remember
anything," Wiles said. "I do remember them
(the EMTs) squeezing my foot and saying,
'Can you feel this?'
"I thought, 'Of course I can. I'm fine,' but
they were like, 'No, you were hit by a car.—
When she woke up again, she knew she
wasn't fine.
"It was about 5 or 6 a.m. and I was in the
emergency room at EMMC," she said. "They
were stitching my lip up because my teeth had
gone through my lip. They had to put me
under to put casts on my legs because they
were so bad.
"The nurse had the most disgusted look
on her face and said, 'We have to get you
cleaned up.'
"Then I knew something was wrong."
Wiles, 22, a senior speech communica-
tions major from Simsbury, Conn., was hit by
Evan Samli, 21, a resident of Orono and
former UMaine student.
The police arrived, called an ambulance
and arrested Samli for operating under the
influence; his blood alcohol content was .26,
more than three times the legal limit, accord-
ing to Investigating Officer Det. Forrest Davis
of the Orono Police Department.
Samli has no prior arrest record and will be
arraigned in Bangor District Court at 9:30
a.m., Jan. 24. he could face up to 6 years in
prison if convicted.
"We're trying to get the DA to push for
aggravated OUI because of the extent of the
injuries," Davis said. "[The injuries were] so
serious they thought she might never be able
to walk again."
Wiles suffered two broken legs, had to
have her kneecaps reconstructed, lost teeth
and suffered multiple cuts and bruises.
"My back's pretty scratched up from the
road, too," she said.
Wiles spent four and a half days recovering
at Eastern Maine Medical Center in Bangor in
Apply Now To Compete in the
MISS MAINE USA" PAGEANT
Official Preliminary - Miss USA" Pageant
No talent required. Must be age 18-26 by Feb. 1, 1993, never been
married and at least 6 month Maine resident
$200,000 to 11.S. winner on T.V.
For free entry information, send name, address, date of birth,phone number, recent snapshot and brief biography to:
MISS MAINE USA HEADQUARTERS
222 Newbury Si, 2nd floor, Boston, MA 02116, ATTN. Dept. DC
Pitone: (617) 266-3280
DEADLINE IS JANUARY 30,1992
Substance-Free Living
at the University of Maine
- The possibilities are endless
-Are you interested?
On January 21, 1992, Residential Life staff
wish to meet with interested students to learn
more about how this concept could develop at
Orono. Come, bring your ideas, thoughts and
suggestions for this new possibility for
Residential Living at the University of Maine.
Time - 7 pm
Place - Stewart Small Dining Room
Date - January 21, 1992
preparation for a seven-hour ambulance ride to
Hartford Hospital in Connecticut.
At the hospital she had her knees recon-
structed with screws, plates and bolts and was
released two days before Christmas.
'The doctor told me he'd give me a note in
case I set off any metal detectors," she joked.
Her left leg cast has been removed and
replaced with a brace. The right cast comes off
in two days.
Wheelchair bound since the accident,
Wiles looks to the beginning of February to
start physical therapy and walking again.
"They said it would be a year until I have
100 percent use of my legs."
Because the accident occurred at the end of
the semester, rumors and confusion have sur-
rounded it; even her friends weren't quite sure
what happened. Bizarre stories circulated and
evolved like an adult game of 'Telephone."
"One of my friends came to the hospital
room and said, ` Oh wow, the plastic surgery
came out great.'
"I didn't have any plastic surgery," she
replied laughing. "But thanks."
Wiles is planning to return to LJMaine next
fall to finish her degree and hopes to graduate
next December.
"Sometimes I get pissed because I call my
friends and they're going out and I'm stuck
here.
"You have to laugh about this or you'd go
insane."
• Censorship
Banning
books succeeds
half the time
By Michael C. Buelow
Associated Press Writer
MADISON, Wis. (AP) — Efforts to get
books and magazines banned or restricted in
school libraries succeeded nearly half the
time over three years, researchers said.
A University of Wisconsin survey of
6,600 secondary schools nationwide found
censorship most successful at small schools,
said Diane McAfee Hopkins, who super-
vised the study.
An American Library Association offi-
cial said the finding was alarming.
The study focused on 739 book and
magazine challenges between 1987 and
1990.
Publications that drew objections from
parents and organizations were removed 26
percent of the time and were restricted — by
age or grade —22 percent of the time, said Ms.
Hopkins, an assistant professor of library and
information studies at the Madison campus.
Ann Levinson, assistant direatr of the
American Library Association's Office of
Intellectual Freedom in Chicago, called the
statistics alarming.
"That's a very high rate of successful
challenges," Ms. Levinson said. "We would
like to hope that First Amendment freedoms
hold up a lot more than that. As it is, they
don't work half of the time."
Are you styled for success?
Styles for Success is a hairstyling salon designed to cater tothe University of Maine student Having the most reasonable
rates in the area and being within walking distance to campLL.
makes Styles for Success the only choice for UMaine studentL
Sty/es
for Success
382 College Avenue
Orono • 866-7888
3 - 4 Bedroom
Townhouse Apartments
In Orono close to campus
DRUG FREE
• Health lecture
Lecture series teaches students about HIV, AIDS
By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer
Not everyone is as well-informed about
AIDS as they should be. That's why Student
Health Services and Employee Health Ser-
vices are co-sponsoring a lecture series on
HIV/AIDS and the important issues con-
nected with it.
"Because it's an issue so fraught with
emotions people need to know all the facts,"
said Sally McKinnon of Student Health
Services.
McKinnon teaches an hour long course
on HIV, but said she felt she needed to reach
more people, not just students. The lecture
series is aimed at the whole community.
"Students aren't the only ones who are
sexually active," she said. "I felt we should
Go Greek,
Rush
This Week!
Jan. 22 "Info Night" 7-8 pm
Jan 23 Snow Olympics w/ATS1" 4-6 pm
(Meet in the 1M Room, Knox Hall
basement, 15 minutes prior to event.)
PHI MU
get out to as many people as we could."
The first lecture of the series will be held
Jan. 21, 3-4 p.m., in the Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
The topic for the first presentation is
mandatory HIV testing. Dr. Mark Jackson
of Student Health Services will be discuss-
ing mandatory HIV testing for health care
workers.
"The main theme will be whether or not
there should be mandatory testing for health
care workers," Jackson said, adding there
should not be.
"Mandatory testing does not help any-
one. It only causes discrimination for the
health care worker," he said.
"Health care workers are also concerned
if they are being protected well enough,"
McKinnon said.
Some health care employees at UMaine
have expressed their concern about the issue
to McKinnon. In response, she teaches a
class on the best ways for workers to protect
themselves in situations, such as disposal of
syringes and other medical materials.
"There is just as much risk for the doctor
as there is for the patient," Jackson said. "I
want people to see the risk factors and how
incredibly small they are."
State Rep. Mary Cathcart, a member of
the Judiciary Committee of the Maine legis-
lature and of the Eastern Maine AIDS Net-
work, will also be speaking at the first lec-
ture. She will be discussing Public Policy
issues and what the State of Maine is doing
about AIDS related issues.
"She'll cover any new items that are
coming up in the legislature," McKinnon
said. "I think it is important to be aware of
what the state is thinking."
The second part of the series is sched-
uled for February with Ruth Lockhart of the
Mabel Wadsworth Women's Health Center
in Bangor.
"It will deal with helping parents talk to
their children about AIDS," McKinnon said.
She said this is an important topic, because
AIDS is often an uncomfortable topic to dis-
cuss because it involves talking about sex.
The third part of the series deals with
communication and issues such as condom
use. The speakers will be Sherri Cousins and
students from peer educators and SHARE —
Sexual Health And Reproduction Education.
"We need to open the discussions up to
more people. There are so many important
facts that need to be discussed," she said.
There is a difference...
FRATERNITY
SPRING RUSH
Tuesday Jan. 21, 6: : "Back to Bologna "-Come find out about the oldest fraternity in the world
at the FFA Room, Memorial Union
Sunday Jan. 26, 4-00pm. Super Bowl Sunday-Come watch the action with the brothers at the
Kappa Sigma house.
Tuesday Jan. 28, 5:00pm: Spaghetti dinner and slide show at the Kappa Sigma house
Thursday Jan. 30, 7:30pm: "Simpsons, Sorority & Snacks "-Come watch the Simpsons in comfort
and good company at the Kappa Sigma house
Saturday Feb. 1, 1 00pm Sledding with a sorority, transportation provided from the Kappa Sigma house
Kappa Sigma is located across from tbe UM police station.
RUSH SAE
There is a difference...
Tuesday Jan. 21st
Tuesday Jan. 21st
Wednesday Jan. 22nd
Thursday Jan. 23rd
Thursday Jan 30th
OPEN RUSHES
Rush dinner with sorority and guest speaker 4:30pm at SAE
Broom Ball with sorority. Meet at Sae at 11:00pm
Rush dinner with Coach Sean Walsh speaking. 4:30pm
Rush dinner at Pi Beta Phi sorority. Meet at SAE at 4:30pm
Dating Game with Phi Mu at SAE
SAE is located right next door to the Steam Plant across from Penobscot Hall.
For iiitOrmation call 581-4180.1
Lane from page 3 Van de Wetering from page 1
Megan McLaughlin, Lane's Hart Hall
roomate, said she loved anything relating
to water.
"Her greatest interests were with water
and dolphins," she said. "Things like that
were really what she wanted to work [with]."
Love for the water was what brought
Lane and Associate Dean for Student Activ-
ities and Organizations Bill Lucy together
last semester when she was a student in his
scuba diving class.
"She was very excited about diving, full
of life and a pleasant person to be around,"
Lucy said.
"Stacie was a very good friend. I got to
know her very well [since] it was a small
class," he said. ,
Because of ear problems, Lane missed a
scheduled dive during the spring semester
but returned during May term just to make
up the time.
"She was very dedicated," Lucy said.
"She drove from Skowhegan during May
term to finish the time."
She was also very dedicated to her school-
work and although most hobbies centered
around her studies, Lane also found time to
socialize at Orono nightspots, shop and so-
cialize with friends, McLaughlin said.
"She became like my sister," she said.
"Anything I needed, she was always there.
"It's hard, you see a picture and you
think 'Gee, I have to tell Stacie this' and
she's not there.
"It's just hard."
"big three" sports as a way to deal with budget
cuts, he said he would study that possibility,
adding "it's not protected automatically, but
the cutting of a sports program is a very
complicated question."
"I have been asked that question at every
group session I've had in the past few days.
Obviously it's a burning question around
here," Van de Wetering said.
In response to a question of whether he
favored teaching or research, he said he did
not think they were separate. "Good teaching
and good scholarship can't be separated," he
said, "research has a very, very important
relationship with teaching."
As president of SUNY - Brockport Van de
Wetering said he has tried to be arfes-sible to
students. He visits each dormitory each year,
whether meeting directly with students or
making the rounds with resident directors and
talking with students.
"It's important to do that sort of thing," he
said, "I always learn something I would have
never learned had I not been there."
Van de Wetering said he also has weekly
meetings with the student government presi-
dent and meets each month with the leaders of
students organizations like Hillel, a Jewish
student organization, and the campus gay and
lesbian organization. He also said he has an
"open door policy" which allows students to
come to his office and meet him.
Ole does not get the job as president, he said
he would have gained from the experience.
"I would have had a fascinating experi-
ence, a lot of fun meeting a lot of new
people, learning a lot about an institution I
have always wondered about, and I'll write
it off as that."
Van de Wetering has recently purchased a
house on the Finger Lakes in New York, and
he said leaving the house "would be a painful
experience."
Friday's open forum was sponsored by The
Maine Campus and Student Government.
Criteria for can
The Presidential Search Committee
seeks an individual possessing those qual-
ities found within all successful leaders—
integrity, administrative effectiveness,
mental and physical vigor, communica-
tion skills—as well as the following char-
acteristics believed in combination appro-
priate to the University of Maine.
• An understanding of the proper bal-
ance of the undergraduate, graduate, re-
search, and public service mission of a
land grant university/sea grant college and
the importance of quality therein;
• An experience with, and appreciation
of, the scholarly process;
didates for the presidency of tiViaine
• A commitment to the teaching-learning
process and the support of faculty in teach-
ing and research;
• A strong belief in the role played by a
university in the intellectual, social, and
cultural growth of students;
• An enthusiasm for supporting a multi-
cultural learning environment and evidence
of commitment to affirmative action pro-
grams;
• A demonstrated record of leadership
skills to include fiscal, human resources,
and facilities management;
• Evidence of skills necessary for effec-
tive fund development from both public and
pOvate sectors;
• An appreciation for, and commit-
ment to, the importance of community to
a university and the ability to work effec-
tively with all constituents in that commu-
nity- faculty, staff, students, business lead-
ers, legislators, alumni, et al;
• A capacity for sensitivity to the val-
ues and lifestyles of Maine, with appreci-
ation for the dynamic position held by the
University of Maine within that milieu;
•A commitment to the long term de-
velopment of the University of Maine;
• An ability to work cooperatively with-
in the University of Maine System.
ME MOST IMPORTANT
CAREER STEP YOU
EVER TAKE MAY
START IN SENEGAL
il erirr
, 446
.10
arli I
,1/ 4
University of Maine's Peace Corps Recruiter,
Jim Edelblut served as a Volunteer in Senegal.
Find out how it changed his life!
Stop by 106 Winslow Hall
r
Call for an appointment.
Monday 8:00-12:00 Wednesday 8:00-4:00
Tuesday 3:00-5:00 Thursday 3:00-5:00
Friday 8:00-12:00
UM PEACE CORPS OFFICE: 581-3209
Car Wash I
Autoniatw • limitless
4 Self Ser" 
Bays
0 0
Open Doily from 8 to 8
Wednesdays are Students Days!
52.00 off our automatic wash
from noon to 6pm (I.D. required)
(Next to Thufhvery Food (enter)
•
Cutler Health
Center
gives special thanks to the
pledges of DELTA TAU
DELTAfor their volunteer
work
Get $1.00 Off
any Footiong Sub
or 50( Off
any 6" Sub.
(Good at Orono Subway on1y.)
Offer good on through 1/23/92
One coupon per custom
L
 Not good watt any other (Ow Fa irjcw tJu4
Presidential search has four finalists from page 1
with a university's budget problems, was one
of the major questions we asked when select-
ing the finalists.
"Each one of these candidates seem to
have strong ability dealing with the budget
problems at their schools," he said.
According to Wood, the next step in the
search process involves the candidates visit-
ing the Orono campus to meet students, mem-
bers of the Faculty Senate, deans, administra-
tors and employees, a "very, very intense"
process which began last week.
But Wood said the learning process is a
"two-way street." Not only will the candi-
dates' visit give the UMaine community a
chance to evaluate those in contention for the
UMaine presidency, but visiting the Orono
campus will give show them the "wonders of
the university."
'These people are realists. They know
there are financial problems here, but we not
only want to present our problems, but make
clear our strengths, as well," Wood said.
On Thursday, Jan, 16, presidential candi-
date J. Van de Wetering arrived at UMaine
and visited until Saturday, Jan. 18.
The remaining finalists are scheduled to
visit the Orono campus on the following
schedule:
• Frederick Hutchinson: Monday, Jan.20-
Wednesday, Jan. 22.
• J. Michael Orenduff: Wednesday, Jan.
22-Friday, Jan. 24.
• H. Ray Hoops: Tuesday, Jan. 28-Thurs-
day, Jan.30.
During their visits to UMaine, each of the
candidates will attend an hour-long open fo-
rum where they will field questions from a
• Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
King rememberance draws protests
ATLANTA (AP)—Several thousand At-
lanta residents turned out Saturday for a pa-
rade honoring Martin Luther King Jr. as the
nation prepared to mark the late civil rights
leader's birthday. Small groups of white su-
premacists also marked the occasion with
rallies nearby and in two other states.
Actor Blair Underwood and rap star Hammer
were on hand for Atlanta's seventh annual Parade
of Celebration honoring King, whose birthday is
being marked by a federal holiday Monday.
"I loved Dr. King and everything he stood
for," Hammer said.
The parade was broadcast on cable televi-
sion's WTBS Superstation and the Armed
Forces Network.
Several blocks away, more than 40 Klan
members held a rally at the state Capitol to
denounce the holiday. Nearby, behind barri-
cades and lines of about 200 police officers,
more than 20 people shouted "KKK, Go Away."
Dozens of police and state patrol troopers
escorted the group's supporters, who were
surrounded by residents and others holding
signs that read, "Can the Klan" and "Racists Go
To Hell" and chanting "Hey, hey, ho, ho, racist
trash has got to go." Two people were arrested
for trying to break through the police escort.
The bells of St. Luke's Methodist church
began tolling the civil rights anthem "We
Sh.-11 Overcome" as the supremacists
marched by.
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
AIM
CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during
college. And afterwards.
ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
Applications available now.
Contact Captain Joe Burns
Room 114 Armory
581-1125.
student audience.
The schedule for the open forums is:
• Monday, Jan.20: Frederick Hutchinson,
1-2 p.m.
• Friday, Jan. 24: J. Michael Orenduff,
1-2 p.m.
• Tuesday, Jan. 28 : H.Ray Hoops, 1-2p.m.
According to Brent Littlefield, student
government vice president, this is the first
presidential search in which forums open to
students have been offered.
In the past, the only students the presidential
candidates met were student government leaders.
"We did this because we felt it was impor-
tant to let everyone come and meet the candi-
dates," Littlefield said.
By the end of January or the beginning of
February, the search committee will recom-
mend two or three candidates to the chancel-
lor, according to Wood.
He said Woodbury would then conduct
his own reference checks on the finalists
before submitting his recommendation to the
Board of Trustees.
Woodbury said he was not certain when
he would make his recommendation to the
Trustees, but hoped he could do so by mid-
February.
He also said University of Maine Interim
President John Hitt was scheduled to leave
UMaine for his new job at University of
Central Florida by the end of February, but
again was not certain who would be appointed
in his place should Hitt leave before a presi-
dent is selected, or who would prepare the
new president for his position at UMaine.
Wood said he expects a president to be
selected sometime in March.
Halstead from page 1
saying the other two finalists and Halstead
have been asked to remain active candidates
in case the two finalists neither were offered
or accepted the position.
After four or five discussions with Smith
over the last week and "a day or two" of
thought on withdrawing, Halstead removed
himself from the candidate pool verbally on
Thursday night and formally by letter on
Friday.
"When I withdrew my candidacy I was
still an active candidate," he said. "I had an
idea they were narrowing the field.
"It was a complex decision on my part,"
he said. "It was with a lot of thought and
reflection for personal and professional rea-
sons that this just wasn't the right position
and the right institution at this time.
"It's a question of timing and a question
of what is a good match in terms of my
professional goals," he said.
Halstead, 43, has been UMaine's vice
president for student affairs since 1987.
Within the last year, UMaine has lost
four top administrators to Florida colleges
and universities.
USAF HEALTH
PROFESSIONS TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
Enter the Air Force immediately
after graduation — without waiting
for the results of your State Boards.
You can earn great benefits as an
Air Force nurse officer. And if
selected during your senior year,
you may qualify for a five-month
internship at a major Air Force
medical facility. To apply, you'll
need an overall 2.50 GPA. Serve
your country while you serve your
career.
F 0A:
Dunkin flonuts
will give a 10% ciscount to
any University of Maine
student with an 1.D. card.
This discount is good
on any item.
This offer is good only at the Old Town
Dunkin Donuts.
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NationalNews • Bush tries to gain support in visit to New Hampshire• Kemp still in debt from unsuccessful 1988 campaign
• Clinton's popularity increasing, according to poll
• Presidential campaign
Bush makes NH visit to try to win over voters
Bush's half-dozen appearances in south- didates have been "running around the state Pease, which Bush has used frequentlyern New Hampshire last week were careful- saying bad things about the administration." for his trips to his vacation home in Kenneh-ly tailored to provide sympathetic audiences "So that's a very tough hill to climb," he unkport. Maine, now serves as a state airWASHINGTON (Ali—President Bush - including stops at two successful plants said. "But we are going to do it. We are National Guard field.plans to battle "hard and aggressively" to and a "town meeting" in Exeter, to which going to campaign hard and aggressively Bush's trip also included visits to plantswin back the support of New Hampshire only Republicans and select political inde- against all the points of view and present in Dover and Rochester, a visit to an insur-voters disgruntled over the economy and pendents were invited, our beliefs." ance company office and a Rotary Clubcurious about challenger Patrick Buchanan. Even so, campaign and White House Bush was expected to meet first at the Dinner in Portsmouth.New Hampshire, whose Feb. 18 primary officials said they expect a high degree of former Pease Air Force Base in Portsmouth It was Bush's third visit to the state asis the nation's first, gave Bush his first major voter skepticism in the audiences. with a group of area community leaders to president. His campaign officials in Newvictory four years ago, but now is suffering White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwa- discuss the future of the base as well as the Hampshire have said they expect him tofrom the recession. ter said Buchanan and the Democratic can- region's overall economy, visit two more times before the primary.
By Tom Raum
Associated Press Writer
• Campaign money
Kemp still trying to pay back debts from 1988 campaignBy John Solomon
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Housing and
Urban Development Secretary Jack Kemp hit
the campaign fund-raising trail last weekend
but not to benefit President Bush's re-election
bid or any future campaigns of his own, for
that matter.
Kemp is still trying to pay off debts from
his unsuccessful 1988 race for president. The
government says he still owes $57,000 for
exceeding campaign spending limits in Iowa
and New Hampshire four years ago.
Actually, Kemp already has enough mon-
ey in his fund to cover the government's bill.
According to Federal Election Commis-
sion records, he finished the reporting period
that ended Sept. 30 with $63,677 in cash on
hand and no other debts.
But Kemp spokeswoman Mary S. Bru-
nette said the government's audit of the Kemp
campaign remains open and he must still meet
such expenses as lawyers' fees and repay-
ments to donors before closing down his 1988
campaign fund.
That's why Kemp is raising money this
weekend in Palm Beach, Fla., with a recep-
Winter Clearance
Save big at the 3rd annual
JIM NEEDS To EAT THIS
WINTER SAL
save 10-50%
Bikes
Parts
Accessories
The 92's are coming,
91's have to go:
Let's make a deal
• • 'Sale ends Jan. 31•
866-3525
-Winter Hours-
Tuesday-Friday: 12-4
Saturday: 9-4
Closed Sunday and Monday
•
tion Saturday at an investment hanker's home
and a dinner Sunday with the Jewish Federa-
tion of Palm Beach, Brunette said.
She said she did not have an estimate of
how much would be raised at the two events.
FEC records show Kemp raised more than
$125,000 between Jan. 1 and Sept. 30 of last
year and spent $124,000. Among other things,
he has been required to refund money to
contributors who gave more than the allow-
able limit to his campaign.
Although Kemp has been mentioned as a
possible candidate for the 1996 Republican
presidential nomination, Ms. Brunette said
the Florida trip is not intended to get him
started on that race.
'That would not be the way to do it if it were
what was going on," she said. "This fund-
raising is not connected to anything other than
retiring the debt from his 1988 campaign."
Scott MacKenzie, Kemp's campaign trea
surer, said the housing secretary hoped to
raise between $35,000 and $45,000 this week
end and that he would most likely continue
fundraising for some time.
"I'll be recommending to Jack that we
keep raising money for a while to prepare for
the worst possible situation," he said.
JOKE CONTEST
CASH PRIZES
What goes vroom- screech!
...vroom- screech!
vroom- screech!?
NEW MEMBER RECEPTION
JAN. 20, 1992, 7:30
Sutton Lounge
Memorial Union
free movie + popcorn
7 pm 
-refreshments
Bring your jokes to our meeting andthey could win a cash prize$20 1st place
$10 2nd place
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• Clinton campaign
Execution may make Clinton look "to
By Ron Fournier
Associated Press Writer
LITTLE ROCK (AP) — The scheduled
execution of a murderer will force Arkansas
Gov. Bill Clinton to spend time away from his
presidential race in New Hampshire, but some
observers say it could help Clinton distance
himself from his party's liberal image.
"I don't think the execution will hurt Bill
Clinton. Unfortunately, it could help," said
Kimberly Cook, president of New Hampshire
Citizens Against the Death Penalty. "I think
the death penalty is a trump card for being
tough on crime."
Rickey Ray Rector, 40, is scheduled to die
by injection Friday night for killing an Arkan-
sas police officer more than 10 years ago.
Rector's attorneys are trying to stop the exe-
cution on the ground that he is brain-dam-
aged, unable to understand the concept of
death and cannot help his defense.
(linton, who headed the centrist Democrat-
ic Leadership Council until resigning to run for
president, is studying Rector's petition for clem-
ency while on the campaign trail and will be in
Arkansas if the execution is carried out
He refused to talk about political implica-
tions of the execution.
"I don't know and! can't give any thought
to it," he said last week. "One of the things that
I decided to do when I got into this race was not
let anything that had to be done here be affected
by whatever else! was doing in the campaign."
Clinton, 45, has set 68 execution dates for
26 inmates during his 11 years in office. Only
two of them were put to death.
There are 36 men on Arkansas' death row.
"People are more concerned about the
economy," said Dick Bennett of the Ameri-
can Research Group, a polling company. "It
may be a character type of thing. The type of
person that he is. My gut reaction is he's
portraying himself as a moderate-to-conser-
vative and the execution of the death sentence
might be attractive."
David Moore, a professor of political sci-
ence and pollster at the University of New
Hampshire, said the mental capacity of Rec-
tor could pose a problem for Clinton.
"You're talking about a brain-damaged
person who is going to be executed," he said.
"But who's going to make an issue out of it?
If one of the other candidates makes an issue
out of it, maybe it would be trouble."
Rector was convicted in the 1981 shooting
death of Conway police officer Bob Martin.
Then, Rector shot himself in the head.
Two days earlier, Rector killed Arthur
Criswell and injured two others during a
shooting at a Conway restaurant, police said.
Defense attorneys say the self-inflicted
wound gave Rector the equivalent of a frontal
lobotomy, leaving him mentally impaired
with an IQ below 70.
Government doctors confirm that Rector
did suffer brain damage, but knows what he
did and understands his punishment.
Federal district and appeals courts have
found Rector competent. Last-ditch appeals
are pending before state and federal courts.
The state parole board voted last week to
recommend that Clinton deny the clemency
petition. Clinton has declined to say what his
decision will be, but said last week that he
cannot recall ever going against a recommen-
dation to deny clemency or parole.
Arkansas law allows for the death sen-
tence when murders are committed with a
host of other crimes, such as theft, rape and a
second murder. The New Hampshire law is
much more restrictive, allowing for the death
sentence when police officers or prison guards
are killed, and in murder-for-hire cases.
The hanging of convicted murderer
Howard Long on July 14, 1939, was the last
execution in New Hampshire.
Moore said 35 percent of New Hampshire
Democrats consider themselves to he liberal,
but he did not know how many support the
on crime"
death penalty. Nationally, experts say up to 80
percent of U.S. residents support it.
Arpiar Saunders, a law professor at Fran-
klin Pierce Law Center, said New Hampshire
residents are becoming more sensitive to crime.
"But I don't think it will have any impact
on him good or bad as long as the governor's
decision is based on a reasonable determina-
tion of the facts," he said.
New Hampshire state Rep. Peter Burling,
D-Cornish, who opposes the death penalty,
said, "I think the voters of New Hampshire
who are obviously responding very warmly to
Gov. Clinton would not hold it against him
under any circumstance. It's just not what he
does, but how he executes his judgement."
• Clinton campaign
Poll shows Clinton popularity surging
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP) — Arkan.
sas Gov. Bill Clinton's support among like-
ly Democratic presidential primary voters
has surged in the past 10 weeks, according to
a poll released Tuesday.
Twenty-three percent of voters surveyed
chose Clinton, up from 5 percent of the same
group of 508 voters polled in early Novem-
ber, according to the survey for WMUR-TV.
The poll, conducted Jan. 6 through Jan.
II, had a margin of error of plus or minus 4
to 5 percent.
Former Massachusetts Sen. Paul Tson-
gas was close behind Clinton at 17 percent,
unchanged from the November survey. He
was followed narrowly by Nebraska Sen.
Bob Kerrey, with 16 percent, up from 13
percent in Nov. Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin had
5 percent in the most recent poll, down
from 9 percent.
The University of New Hampshire con-
ducted both surveys by telephone. The first
survey reached 508 randomly selected reg-
istered voters, 80 percent Democrats, and
the rest independents likely to vote in the
Feb. 18 Democratic primary.
The second survey, conducted Jan. 6
through Saturday, reached 425 members of
the original group.
The proportion of voters still undecided
dropped from 47 percent in November to 26
percent last week.
SET YOURSELF APART
We're Back! The brothers invite you to stop by any evening
from 6-8 p.m. to see our renovations in progress.
SIGMA CHI provides chemical free housing and requires a 2.5 GPA for membership.
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WorldNews • Officials say Iran has guerilla-training base in Sudan• Baker tries to motivate Mideast Peace Conference
• Japanese used Korean women as 'sex slaves,' Korea says
• Sudanese-Iranian relations
Iran has Sudanese base to
train' guerillas, US, Israel say
WASHINGTON (AP) — Iran, trying to
expand its influence beyond the Middle
East, has established bases in Sudan to train
fundamentalist Muslim guerrillas, Israeli and
U.S. officials say.
The United States and its allies in the
Middle East are worried about this latest
evidence of the growing friendship between
the region's two most radical Muslim states.
"It's enough that we have to worry about
them (Iran) trying to control the gulf region.
With a toehold in Africa, they're also getting
closer to Europe," said one American official.
To carry out the training, Iran in recent
months has moved a contingent of Revolu-
tionary Guards — the country's elite military
force — from its base in Lebanon's Bekaa
Valley to Sudan, an Israeli official said.
In return for access to Sudan, Iran is
providing the north African nation with mil-
itary training against an eight-year insurgen-
cy by mainly Christian rebels, said the offi-
cials, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
They said the support and training facili-
ties in Sudan are also for Muslim radicals from
Arab countries whose governments are con-
sidered pro-Western — including some Per-
sian Gulf states and Algeria, said the officials.
The Iranians are also providing training
for two factions of the radical Islamic Jihad
and for members of Hezbollah, both Irani-
an-backed Muslim Shiite organizations that
held Western hostages in Lebanon, said a
senior Israeli officials who spoke on condi-
tion of anonymity.
The Iranians are helping "anyone will-
ing to fight the enemies of Allah," he said.
The United States has been seeking ways
to improve relations with Iran, following the
release of the last American hostage from
Lebanon last month. But counter-terrorism
officials say Iran's move into Sudan is likely
to affect U.S. policy.
Egypt, Sudan's neighbor to the north, has
told U.S. officials that it is worried about
Iranian-trained guerrillas infiltrating its terri-
tory and attacking Western targets or foment-
ing fundamentalist unrest, said an Egyptian
official who spoke on condition of anonymity.
Iranian-backed forces could also cross
through Egypt's porous borders to reach
Israel, the Israeli official said.
Iran already has sent Sudan six combat
aircraft and provided tens of millions of dollars
in economic aid to the impoverished country
of 25 million, said a senior Israeli official who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
Iran is filling a void left by its archenemy
Iraq, which until it lost the war with the U.S.-
led coalition last year.
Do you want to have a say
in what goes on here at UMaine?
The General Student Senate
currently has VACANCIES
in the following areas:
Aroostook Hall
Oxford Hall
Stodder Hall
York Village
as well as
2 Off-Campus seats
and
3 Off-Campus/University College seats
If you are interested
in one of these positions
please contact Brent Littlefield
in the Student Government office
3rd Floor Memorial Union 1-1776
• Mideast Peace Conference
Baker tries to
Mideast Peace
By Ruth Sinai
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Israelis and
Palestinians, clashing over the future ofJew-
ish settlements in the occupied West Bank
and Gaza, are making their cases to Secre-
tary of State James A. Baker III after he re-
emerged from the sidelines in a bid to reju-
venate the Mideast peace conference.
Baker unexpectedly summoned the Syr-
ian and Lebanese negotiators for a pep talk
Tuesday night and scheduled similar ses-
sions with the Israelis and leaders of a joint
Jordanian-Palestinian team today.
"It seems the Israeli-Palestinian negoti-
ations have come to a head-on collision"
over Israel's refusal to stop settling Jews in
the predominantly Arab West Bank and
Gaza Strip, said Palestinian spokeswoman
Hanan Ashrawi following a two-hour nego-
tiating session Tuesday.
"It got pretty hot in the room," an Israeli
participant said. He added that the Palestin-
ians stopped short of presenting the Israelis
with an ultimatum, but "they got pretty
carried away."
The meeting broke up with no set plans
for another session, although the heads of
the Israeli, Palestinian and Jordanian teams
help out
Conference
agreed to meet again today after their sepa-
rate visits with Baker.
The clash occurred during a second day
of talks at which the Palestinians described
to Israel the model of self-government they
want to achieve in the negotiations.
The plan calls for replacing Israeli mili-
tary forces with U. N. peacekeepers and form-
ing an interim Palestinian government cen-
tered around an Assembly of 180 represen-
tatives elected under international supervi-
sion, The Washington Post reported in to-
day's editions.
But Israel sought to limit the discussion
to matters of agenda, in order to head off a
walkout by two radical right-wing parties in
the government of Prime Minister Yitzhak
Shamir, and who object to any thought of
Palestinian self-rule.
Israel's chief negotiator, Elyakim Ru-
binstein, said his side did agree that interim
self-rule would he a future agenda topic.
Meanwhile, in an interview with Israel
TV, negotiator Yossi Ben-Aharon noted that
agenda debates can sometimes last for weeks.
The right-wingers fear that self-rule to
the 1.7 million Palestinians under Israeli
military control would serve as a stepping
stone to a Palestinian state in the occupied
territories.
1)0 YOU KNOW A
PRIZED PROFESSOR?
Feel strongly about a specific professor's ability?
Then nominate him or her for
* The Presidential *
Outstanding Teaching Award
In recognition of the importance of outstanding teaching
to the University of Maine, the Presidential Outstanding
Teaching Award will be presented again this year at the
Spring Honors Convocation.
The Award is presented annually to a tenured University
of Maine faculty member who has demonstrated
outstanding commitment to and ability in the
teaching area while maintaining a commitment to
scholarship and public service. The recipient will
receive a medallion and a check for $1,500.
Nominees will be screened by a committee consisting
primarily of faculty and students. The committee willidentify the two most qualified individuals and recommend
them to the President. The committee will report to the
Office of Academic Affairs.
The deadline for receipt of nominations is
February 28, 1992.
Nomination forms can be obtained
from the Office of Academic Affairs,
209 Alumni Hag (Ext. 1547).
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• World War ll
Koreans demand compensation for WW II 'sex slaves'
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — Kim flak-
sun, wiping tears from her cheeks, says she
will never forgive Japan. She was one of
thousands of Korean women used as sex slaves
for Japanese soldiers during World War II.
As a teen-ager, Kim was taken to an army
camp in Manchuria where she says she and
four other Korean women were forced to have
sex with more than 300 Japanese soldiers.
"We were no more than sex animals," said
the 67-year-old woman, who lives in a shanty-
town in Seoul. "We felt like a public lavatory
and nothing more than a tool for Japanese
soldiers."
The sordid story of Kim and other Korean
"comfort girls" has received renewed attention
ahead of the arrival Thursday of Japanese Prime
Minister Miyazawa for a three-day visit.
Koreans have staged daily protests de-
manding Miyazawa officially apologize for
brutalities during Japanese colonial rule of
Korea that lasted from 1910 until the war's end
in 1945. Tokyo has said he will apologize.
Victims associations also want compen-
sation for comfort girls.
Korean historians say between 70,000
and 200,000 teen-agers and young women
were forced to serve in Teishintai, a corps that
provided sexual services for front-line Japa-
nese troops.
Researchers quote witnesses as saying
that the Japanese policy was to allot one girl
to every 29 soldiers, but toward the end of
the war it was 100 men to one girl. About 90
percent of the girls allegedly were Korean.
The issue was largely ignored by Japan
and Korea until three victims, including Kim,
filed suit in Tokyo late last year seeking
damages.
The suit is pending.
Kim was the only one of the three willing
to talk about her experiences and is the first
Korean comfort girl to go public.
Kim was born in Jilin, China, in 1924 but
raised in what is now North Korea until she
was 16. She returned to China to work, and
it was in Beijing in 1941 where she was
grabbed off the street by Japanese soldiers,
she said.
The 17-year-old was sent to Manchuria
and forced to have sex with hundreds of
Japanese soldiers at their whim.
"They did that until we became uncon-
scious," she said, coughing constantly from
asthma.
Kim said she received fewer soldiers
because she cried easily and was nick-
named "crybaby." Other girls had sex with
five to 10 soldiers a day, she said. At night,
they were forced to sleep with five or six
more soldiers, she said.
When girls refused to cooperate, they
were beaten, Kim said.
The girls moved with the unit along the
Chinese front line. After four months, Kim
said she escaped, later married a Korean
man in China and returned to Seoul in 1945.
Her husband and only two children died
during the 1950-53 Korean War.
"The only reason I decided to testify in
public is because of the constant Japanese
denial that they were not involved," Kim
said. "The Japanese are more cruel and
cunning than the Nazis."
On Monday, Japan acknowledged for
the first time that its imperial army was
involved in the abduction of Korean com-
fort girls and said Miyazawa would issue an
apology at talks with President Roh Tae-
woo in Seoul.
"Apology is better than no apology, but
I don't think they are really repenting," Kim
said. "As far as the past is concerned, their
deeds did not conform with their words."
• Hostage information
Iran financed hostage keeper in Lebanon, report says
WASHINGTON (AP) — Iran not only
financed the imprisonment of American hos-
tages in Lebanon, but eventually paid the
kidnappers $1 million to $2 million for each
hostage released, according to unnamed U.S.
officials quoted in a report published Sunday.
The Washington Post said government
officials interviewed since the release last
month of Terry Anderson, the last U.S.
hostage held, said that nearly all of the key
negotiations regarding the hostages took
place in Iran rather than Lebanon.
The paper quoted the U.S. sources as
also saying that first word of impending
hostages releases came from the Iranian
Foreign Ministry through diplomatic chan-
nels several days in advance of each of the
recent releases.
The Post quoted the officials as saying
U.S. intelligence traced to official Iranian
sources regular money payments to the groups
holding the Americans and quoted one of
them as describing the $1 million to $2 nil-
lion paid in connection with each release as a
"per capita" award for each release.
"The road to the hostages ran through
Tehran," the Post quoted one U.S. official as
saying.
Asked why Iran had to pay for the cap-
tors' releases if it was already in control of
the situation, the paper quoted one of its
sources as saying the Iranians "want to keep
these people happy, quiet and on their side.
They have long-term investments in Leba-
non. They are there for the long haul."
In the end, the sources said, Iranian offi-
cials decided that the continued captivity of
the hostages was a serious detriment to their
efforts to win economic access to the West
and that the hostages had become more of a
burden than as asset to the fundamentalist
groups in Lebanon who seized them.
The Post quoted at least three sources on
varying degrees of Iranian involvement.
ARMY AND NAVY SURPLUS SALE
Genuine U.S., European Military and
Antique Overcoats $25-35
Wool West German Pants $15-18
U.S., British and German Wool Sweaters $845
Mexican Baja Pullovers and Blankets $12-15
Large Assortment of Guatemalan and Mexican Goods
U.S., Dutch, and West German, Heavy Cotton,
6-pocket Field pants $7-16
Genuine Issue Camo, Desert, Tiger,
Urban Black 6-pocket Pants $25
World Flags 3'x5' $10 each, 2 for $18 Over 100 Countries
Down Feather Mummy Sleeping Bags 0-15 $30-$45
Full Length Raincoats and Trenchcoats $6-15
100% Cotton 3/4 West German, Dutch, CCP Parkas and
Field Jackets $18-25
North and South Lown Rooms
Jan. 20th-24th, Monday-Friday
9:00am - 6:00pm
Wool Blankets, Gloves, Hats, Boots, and Much More
Mastercard, Visa, and American Express Accepted
Presented by the Army Barracks of Martha's Vineyard and Newport, Rhode Island
EditorialPage
• Presidential search
I don't know but...
Friday morning students had an opportunity to meet the first
of four finalists for the presidency of the University of Maine.
These four candidates are the result of an extensive,
nation-wide search which will cost UMaine a total of $60,000.
All of this not withstanding, the first candidate was a
disappointment.
John Van de Wetering, current president of State Uni-
versity of New York at Brockport, repeatedly answered
student questions by saying he didn't know enough about
UMaine to respond.
It doesn't take a lot of effort to pick up a copy of the
Maine Perspective and read about some of the issues facing
the institution which you're hoping to lead.
In these troubled economic and political times we
need a charismatic and informed leader with ties to the
state and the university. Van de Wetering displayed none
of these qualities.
He had some progressive ideas about interacting with
students such as visiting each dorm once a semester and
eating lunch in The Damn Yankee or other accessible dining
areas regularly.
However, responses like "I'm viewing this as a learning
opportunity" don't inspire confidence in the man's desire to
win this position.
If Van de Wetering is any example of the best and
brightest that this exorbitant search can produce, UMaine is
in trouble. (CJC)
• King Holiday
Do as I say, not as I do
Stores and banks and even the University of Arizona are
closed today because nearly 30 years ago, Martin Luther
King Jr. had a dream.
The University of Maine at Orono, flagship campus for
the other six, is sending a message quiet but clear. They're
not closing.
And it's not because a stormy debate raged through the
University community and some faceless middle-manage-
ment task force disaster said no go.
It's because no one has ever brought it up seriously to the
right people in the right places. Such silences are usually
powerful messages taken underground.
This is not to say that UMaine keeps its doors open on
Martin Luther King Day because everyone is racist. In fact,
holidays celebrating past presidents, explorers, and people
who died for the USA pass by unnoticed all the time.
What's interesting is that in an era where racial strife is
not getting better fast, where we so often fail to re-recognize
past mistakes, the university community is not even discuss-
ing closing the place on this day.
Faculty Senate and academic affairs have never dis-
cussed it; no one has asked them to.
How about bringing it up? We may find that a day of
missed classes does not mean students are walking around in
an intellectual vacuum. In addition to programming already
offered by a potpourri of campus groups (Maya Angelou,
however rich her contributions were last week, was not
originally scheduled for King's holiday), we could always
do more and do it better.
But only if we act. (JAM)
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What's up with that?
OK. Pretend it's a Saturday
morning and you're seven-years-
old, comfortably settled in front of
the television in your jammies eat-
ing captain crunch.
7 a.m.
The familiar "Da Da da da da da
da da BATMAN" starts.
Admit it, The Joker and The
Penguin used to scare you. We
were afraid for our super hero
and his faithful sidekick Robin
Some people have been known to
get so excited they woke their
parents up while shouting warn-
ings to the Dynamic Duo (sorry
Mom and Dad).
Yesterday's avid fans are all
grown up now and we laugh at the
very things that we accepted with
blind faith a few years ago.
For example, how did the Dy-
namic Duo get out of their every-
day clothes and into their crime
fighting suits in the time it took
to slide down the pole into the
Bat Cave?
Were the clothes hung in there
and they jumped into them? Were
they one piece lycra deals? If
they were one piece then did they
zip up? Why couldn't we see the
zippers? Now that we've grown-
up it just doesn't make sense any-
more.
9 a.m.
The Superfriends are on. This
one conjures up lots of questions.
If Wonder Woman's jet is invisi-
ble, how does she find it? Does she
wander around until she bumps
into it? How does she run in that
strapless affair of hers? Try wear-
ing a strapless bra sometime. Walk-
ing can cause it to shift down to
your waist.
Carina
Clay
How does she fight crime in
nylons? Most women can't make a
pair of nylons last a week working
in an office let alone lassooing
criminals with her magic gold rope.
Speaking of her habit of tying peo-
ple up; is that symbolic of some
latent sexual hang-up?
And what about Superman?
Why is he called the Man of Steel?
Steel is pretty strong, but anybody
can shove a piece of kryptonite at
this guy and he's all done? What's
up with that.
Aqua Man. How can he swim
by shaking his butt up and down
under water? How can anybody
create a rapid forward motion in
the water that way? Can you be-
lieve we all accepted that without
question?
Where does Peter Parker a.k.a.
Spider Man get his webbage? He
seems to have a never ending sup-
ply. After all, all good things must
come to an end.
10 a.m.
Shazam is on. Shazam. How
many little kids beat their knuckles
bloody trying to find the right com-
bination to turn into a superhero. I
know of one little boy who broke
his finger during one of these futile
exploits.
Now for the big question: how
do these people go to the bathroom
when nature calls? Most of their
suits are one-piece, body-hugging
lycra. Not exactly conducive to
easy exit.
Another thing about their out-
"
fits. Why don't they ever have un-
derwear lines under those suits?
Do super heroes wear underwear?
We know Superman does because
he wears his on the outside, but
what about all the others?
And why are these social mu-
tants with good in their hearts all
journalists in 'real-life'? Whose
brilliant idea was that?
It's strange that cartoons which
provided an entire morning of en-
raptured joy then, can create so
many cynical doubts and ques-
tions now.
I suppose we all have to grow-
up and see through things, but like
a friend told me saturday morning,
it takes the fun out of many things.
11:30 a.m.
Bugs Bunny is the exception to
the rule. Bugs just keeps getting
better with time.
The subtle jokes and irony that
we missed as kids is now obvious
and the catchy phrases get repeat-
ed by the damdest people. Multi-
ple people have burst out with
Yosemite Sam imitations and
Tazmanian Devil impressions.
"Whyfore you bury me in the cold,
cold ground?"
Everyone should take time-out
to watch cartoons occasionally. It
makes the old cliche ring true
'you've come a long way baby'.
If we can all look back today
and laugh at the shows which we
took so seriously back then, maybe
there's hope that someday we'll
look back at the situations we're
facing at UMaine today and laugh
just as hard.
Carina Clay is a senior who
imitates administrators saying 'I
gotta go where it's warm'.
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• Column response
Christmas is commercialized
To the editor_
This letter is in response to
Michael Reagan's article "Anti-
Christmas Machine." First of all I
would like you to know I respect
you as a person but I do not agree
with your thought process for these
areas. Students have paid their tu-
ition to work for an education. A
degree is to be earned not to be
handed over on a silver platter.
It is up to the students to man-
age their time and keep up with the
work assignments. End of the se-
mester cramming is not the profes-
sors fault. To be successful in life
a person has to decide to overcome
the obstacles and focus on the goal
not the effort
I support your concern about
Christmas being hyped up by the
media. But I do not condemn the
holiday itself. Television is not the
best source of facts. Not everyone
in America is a Christian. Many
people feel the pressures of Christ-
mas because they don't know what
Christmas is all about.
Christmas is the day we Chris-
tians celebrate the birth of Jesus
Christ not the day Santa Claus flies
around the world. If Jesus was nev-
er born there would be no such
holiday as Christmas.
It's the commercialism that makes
people feel that they should go out
and spend money they don't have on
people they don't particularly like.
les commercialism that makes
• Politics
MPAC ignores the
facts of Guff War
lo the editor
Many of you have noticed the
sign above the door of the Union
last Thursday, the 1st anniversary
of the Gulf War. For those of you
who may have missed it, it depict-
ed piles of bodies, splattered blood,
and the text "American foreign
policy/200,000 dead/ a scene not
censored by the U.S. Government."
In MPAC's usual overly sim-
plistic style they have ignored a
number of things.
One: Not only was it America's
Foreign policy, but also that of 99
percent of the United Nations, as
well as over a dozen countries put-
ting their own forces on the line.
This included a huge contingent of
Arab nations who recognized Flus-
sein' s threat to the region.
Two: The government did cen-
sor some scenes, and showed san-
itized video footage. Much of that
was in the interest of security, how-
ever to imply that the Pentagon
just didn't want any of the more
grisly destruction shown for their
own reasons is misleading and ir-
responsible. Anyone who has seen
the pictures of blackened bodies in
any news magazine you care to
name knows this to be false.
Three: Yes, there are about a
quarter of a million dead, many of
them children. What is being ig-
nored by MPAC is the sad fact that
hundreds and thousands of Ku-
waiti people were being killed each
day in a program of genocide. It is
the same people who put up that
sign that would appeased Hitler at
Munich.
I am one of those veterans who
saw plenty of "uncensored scenes"
that still sometimes wake me up in
the middle up of the night, the most
printable of which includes having
an Iraqi POW break down and cry
for his family killed in the north.
I hesitate to write this letter not
because I fear the wrath of MPAC,
but because I'm tired of people on
the other side of the fence bent on
glorifying the whole thing, and my
desire to fade into the background,
so please forgive the use of my
initials and common last name. War
is the ugliest thing you can imagine
and then some, unfortunately some-
times there is no alternative. On
behalf of those who took part in
Desert Storm—thanks for your tre-
mendous support. We just wish the
Vietnam vets had received the same
welcome. Unfortunately the peo-
ple from MPAC were there in spir-
it, spitting on them in the airport.
S.C. Smith
Orono
Editorial Policy
Letters to the editor of The Maine Campus should
be no longer than 250 word and must contain a name,
address and phone number.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all
submissions for length, taste and libel.
people depressed to the point of
suicide. There are so many lonely
people in the world because we've
all missed the true meaning of Christ-
mas. Christ came into this world
and died and rose again to save the
sinner and heal the broken hearted.
Your article stated that we can't
purchase emotional stability.
You're correct. Jesus Christ was
born, died, buried and rose again
for the forgiveness of sins. He pur-
chased our salvation; our freedom
from the evil of this world with the
shedding of his blood on the cross.
He's given us a free will to choose
life or death. I choose life.
Lisa Lacombe
Bangor
• Campus Groups
Can you draw
better than this?
"STAVIIOS'
The Maine Campus is looking for editorial cartoonists.
You draw,
we pay.
call Damon, x3061.
Wilde-Stein has semester planned
To the Editor:
We would like to take this op-
portunity to wish all Wilde-Stein
members a productive semester and
invite anyone interested to our
meetings.
For those of you who don't
know us, Wilde-Stein is a group
dedicated to Gay/Lesbian/Bisexu-
al interests. We discuss many is-
sues, plan social events, promote
political awareness, and provide a
safe environment in which you can
be yourself— no matter what your
orientation.
This semester we're getting
geared up for Gay/Lesbian/Bi-
sexual Awareness week. We're
also looking forward to films.
speakers, pot lucks, dances,
booths, T-shirts, buttons, ban-
ners, books, pamphlets, stick-
ers, and hugs. •
Come out! Come out! Wherev-
er you are!
Co-Chairs,
Joe Nadeau
Natasha Woodland
Introducing Maine Campus administration trading cards.
Find out who's who among UMaine administrators and administrative prospects.
Collect them all and trade with your friends, here and in other fine institutes of
higher learning across the nation.
001 Ma.oZisChtluidentiAl (a rP trwriigs aani.
John Van de Wetering
President - SUNY Brockport
.....
..,
'
Education
1959, Ph D., History, Univ of Washington
1953, MA , 1950, BA , History, U of Wash
. 
,
Dates, Position, Institution
1971-71 President, Northwest Interinstitutional
Council on Study Abrood
1968 - 75 Choir, History Dept , Untv of Montano
1976- 81 President, E Montana College
1981 - now President, Slate University of New
York College at Brockport
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Campus quotes:
"I believe strongly that the administration always
needs to be trimmed before the faculty is cut "
"I'm not sure I want to come yet (to UMainel but
I came this far because this is an attractive
possibility. -
Rime Campos0
Maine Campus Trading Card designed by Shawn Anderson and Mike Reagan
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
* *
For Monday, January 20
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Ide-
alistic, perceptive and sociable; you express
your individuality through your interaction
with the important people in your life. Peace
loving and fair, you strive to live in harmony
with those around you, often to your own
detriment! Forgiving by nature, you must
guard against a tendency to allow others to
take advantage of you.
ARIES (March 20 - April 19): Your social
skills are sharp and you'll have the opportu-
nity to put them to use when Mars quintiles
Jupiter. Accept invitations which come your
way, and extend a few of your own.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Your sense
of adventure will lead you away from home
and dull routine during the influence of
Mars. Group outings and social activity are
highly favored.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): A family
member's emotional upset can be handled
with discretion. There's no reason this situ-
ation has to continue, or reach the ears of
anyone outside the family.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Although
the nesting instinct is strong, resist the urge
to go into social hibernation. Today rates a
5 if you stay at home, an 8 if you get out and
mingle!
LEO (July 23 - August 22): Outdoor activ-
ities are favored as Mars lifts your energy
level. Confining yourself to sedentary pur-
suits won't work. Don't bottle your strength
up inside!
VIRGO (August 23 - Sept. 22): Indulge
your whims and pleasures where you find
them, give worry a day off. An unusual
streak of romantic adventurism enters your
chart as well!
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23): Make the
effort to get away from all the hustle and
bustle. Put your feet up and reflect on the
weeks gone by when Mars quintiles Jupiter.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You'll have
to be very selective about who you spend
your precious free time with. Lots of people
want your attention and approval, only a few
deserve it!
SAG ITTA RIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Your
stars bring out the party machine lurking
within you! Moderation is called for, or yourhead will hurt tomorrow!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): New
activities and travel plans are highlighted in
your chart during the Mars/Jupiter quintile.
Uncertainty is in the past, go after what you
really want !
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): A desireto push everything to the limit and beyond
must be resisted. Know yourself, your abil-ities, and when you say when!
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 19): Keep yourplans loosely organized to allow flexibility totake advantage of a lucky break which comesyour way! Travel is not out of the question.
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tO4 By Carl Paul* * *
For Tuesday, January 21
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: One of
the most adventurous, curious and personable
members of Zodiac; you thrive on travel and
new experiences! You love to meet new peo-
ple and are at ease in most social situations.
People just seem to open up to you right away
ARIES (March 20— April 19): Take a few
minutes to catch your breath. Tomorrow's a
busy day and you'll need your energy turned
up high to deal with it! Don't push yourself.
TAURUS (April 20 —May 20): Don't scoff
at unusual ideas a friend offers. In these
changing times, the merit of their suggestion
will soon become apparent. What's crazy
today is often quite reasonable tomorrow.
GEMINI (May 21 —June 20): Your ability
to ferret out the truth has never been stronger.
Set some quiet time aside to think events over,
don't speak about your opinions openly.
CANCER (June 21—July 22): Freedom ot
action is the key to a successful day. Confor-
mity snuffs out creative thought: go your own
way.
LEO (July 23— Aug. 22): Trying to toi, t.
your opinion over the objections of friends
and family will cause problems. A soft sell
approach is difficult for Leos, but causes
much less resentment.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): Collecting
more information on people, jobs, finances,
and future plans is highlighted in your stars
now. Research will help you spot lies and
false offers.
LIBRA (Sept. 23— Oct. 23): Strange and
confidential information comes into your
possession. Quick thinking lets you grab hold
of a sudden opportunity which would pass
others by!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23— Nov. 21): Marriage
and commitment are in the spotlight, espe-
cially in morning and early afternoon hours!
You are best matched with someone as loyal
and passionate as yourself, perhaps a Taurus
or Capricorn.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21): A
sense of belonging makes long term love
tender and passionate. Security is the central
influence for manied and romantically com-
mitted Archers.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 —Jan. 19): You're
liable to make rash decisions; entering a rela-
tionship too quickly, or ending love without
considering the results. Let good sense rule
your heart!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18): Before
asking someone for a favor, know what you'll
do if the answer is No. Keeping a list of
alternatives can't hurt, and could save the
day! Look for ways to gain the knowledge
you need.
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 19): An inno-
cent flirtation leaves you fascinated but un-
certain about where you stand. Time will tell
Let the situation develop on its own and all
becomes clear.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Tenner
5 Commence
10 Low-cut shoe
14 Actinal
15 Vietnamese
capital
16 Chemical
compound
17 Queue
I a Dizzy
19 - Caliente,
Costa Rica
20 Anniess
benefactor
22 Crooner
Columbo
23 Salad addition
24 Sand trap shot
25 Produce
28 A star of "Cats'
on Broadway
32 Mexican muzhik
33 Town NE of
Baltimore
34 Sarlak
35 Court arbiter
36 Duty
39 Musical that
won six Oscars
40 Nickname for
an Ohioan
41 Abbott Costello
film 1941
43 - Mrs
North," 1941
film
as Gobel's widow
47 Fuss
411 Hick
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49 Makeshift
firefighting
group
S6 Eight bits
57 Implement of
Figaro
58 Inky
59 Gargantua
60 Yoga posture
61 Take it from the
top
62 Trousers part
63 Vidal book
1974
54 Slack not busy
DOWN
Hawked
2 Song for Millo
3 Baton
4 Tuneful order to
Winsocki
S Stole
11 Hill near Dublin
PUZZLE 7 Male ant
A male deer
9 Sesames
10 Sons " author
1932
II Claw-shaped
12 Chilled dessert
13 Surgical repair
Comb form
21 Yang's
companion
24 Cow shed, in
Yorkshire
25 Smiley was one
29 Princess
annoyer
27 "Thumbs up
message
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17 le 19
20 1 22
24
2532
26 7 in 29 10 31
34 35 37 18
39 40
41 42 43 44 45
46 47
44 49 SO 51 52 53 44 55
56 57 Se
59 40 111
42 63 64
21 Suit
29 Pupil of a maitre
30 Noxious weeds
31 Layer
33 Bandit( or
Lugosi
33 Stray
34 An infusion
37 Novelist Rand
30 Crossed out
40 Spaceman hero
in comics
41 Cowboys
42 Dive
43 Rio bank
44 Place for cubes
43 Year in Luther s
time
47 A Scottish isle
49 Stiff fabric for
lining
50 Simple
51 Russian ruler
Var
52 Palm Springs s
mayor
53 -Green
Mansions" herr
54 Fuddy-duddy
as FitzGerald's
'enough"
Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (75C each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m., or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrol-
oger about your personal concerns — love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of S2.99 per minute, which is billed to your telephone. The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3036.
Critics question effectiveness
of Patriot missiles
NH legislature to discuss
abortion issue on King's day
By Jonathan Yenkin
AP Business Writer
BOSTON (AP) — The Gulf War was
barely a day old, and thousands of U.S.
troops wearing gas masks were braced for
the impact of an Iraqi Scud missile.
What they saw instead was a streak of
light from their own side, followed by an
explosion in the sky.
The Patriot missile had made its debut.
"It was there, we reacted properly, and it
was gone," Army Lt. Col. Leeroy Neal,
commander of the Patriot battalion, said of
the Scud attack.
Since then, the Patriot has been brought
down to earth, both by critics questioning its
effectiveness and by the 28 deaths caused by
a Scud that wasn't stopped.
But the government and defense con-
tractors still rate the Patriot a success.
And with other nations lining up to buy
the Patriot, it remains a relatively bright spot
for companies facing cuts in other defense
programs.
"At this particular point in time, Patriot
is the only game in town" for anti-missile
systems, said Lior Bregman, a defense in-
dustry analyst with Oppenheimer & Co. in
New York.
The weapon's performance in its first
battlefield test led President Bush to pro-
claim "Thank God for the Patriot missile."
"It was successful more in a psycholog-
ical way, than a military way," said Law-
rence Korb, a senior fellow at the Brookings
rJOBS
Institution in Washington. "It showed that
you did not have to sit there defenseless with
terror weapons raining from the sky."
Others have been skeptical of the Patri-
ot's performance. A leading critic has been
Theodore Postol, a Massachusetts Institute
of Technology physicist and former Penta-
gon science adviser.
Postol insists the Patriot was practically
helpless in many cases because the Scuds
would break apart in flight, creating a con-
fusing radar target.
"In retrospect, it is clear that Patriot was
misperceived as an 'unqualified success,—
Postol wrote in a recent article for a Harvard-
MIT publication, "International Security."
Officials of the Pentagon and Patriot's
lead contractor, Lexington-based Raytheon
Co., strongly dispute such criticism.
"Patriot in Desert Storm worked, and
worked well against a threat which was well
beyond what Patriot was designed to
counter," replied Robert Stein, a Raytheon
official.
The Army says the Patriots successfully
engaged more than 80 percent of the Scuds
fired at Saudi Arabia, and more than 50
percent of those aimed at Israel.
Military officials say the success rate
was lower in Israel because the missiles
were used to defend urban areas, as opposed
to the airfields and military bases that were
shielded in Saudi Arabia.
"Patriot was not established to defend a
city," said Maj. Peter Keating, a pentagon
spokesman.
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — New Ilamp-
shire's new Civil Rights Day holiday likely
will be cited by both sides Monday as three
abortion bills are discussed, but it's doubtful
they'll agree whose civil rights are most at risk.
"It was a conscious decision (to schedule
them) on Civil Rights Day," said Susan Arnold,
spokeswoman for the National Abortion
Rights Action League of New Hampshire.
"We'll hear a lot about the rights of the
unborn."
The Senate bills would bar abortions if the
woman simply didn't like the fetus's gender,
require parents to be notified 48 hours before
minors get abortions and require doctors to
advise women 24 hours in advance of the risks
of and alternatives to abortion.
All three were sponsored by Sen. Gordon
Humphrey, R-Chichester.
The hearings are the first this session on
the subject.
On Tuesday, a House committee will hold
a hearing on a proposed constitutional amend-
ment making it a fundamental right for people
to live free of government interference in
private and personal matters.
On Jan. 29, another House committee will
hold a hearing on legislation to repeal three
unenforced, anti-abortion bills enacted in 1848.
Gov. Judd Gregg vetoed a similar bill three
years ago.
Humphrey said he won't be surprised at
opposition to the measures, including the bill
on sex selection.
"What I'm saying, politically, is that sup-
porters of abortion are so radical they'll even
oppose this bill," he said.
He said he doesn't expect the bill to pass.
"It would be difficult in most cases to
prove it. People would be discreet about this
type of thing," he said. But he believes it
should be on the books any way.
Arnold said it isn't needed because it
rarely happens.
The parental notification measure is the
same bill Humphrey introduced last year. The
Senate voted it down 13-10.
It calls for doctors to send parents a certified
letter 48 hours before performing an abortion.
'They don't have to hear anything back,"
said Humphrey. "This bill doesn't give par-
ents a right to intervene."
Arnold argues that minors don't make that
distinction. All they know is that their parents
will be told and some may seek an illegal
abortion instead, she said.
The third Humphrey bill would require the
state to publish materials "designed to inform
the woman of the probable anatomical and
physiological characteristics of the unborn child
at two-week gestational increments."
The materials also would include infor-
mation on adoption and other services avail-
able if she chose instead to have the baby.
Twenty-four hours before performing an
abortion, the woman's doctor would have to
tell her:
• The risks of having an abortion;
• The probable gestation status of the fetus;
• The risks of carrying the child to term;
• Medical care may be available if she
carries the child to term.
JOBS
SENIORS
THE MAINE RECRUITING CONSORTIUM IS LOOKING
FOR NON-TECHNICAL MAJORS IN:
LIBERAL ARTS BUSINESS
Let the interviewers come to you!
JOBS'
SCIENCES
Interviews for full-time jobs after graduation take place on
Thursday, February 27 at the Holiday Inn by the Bay, Portland
24 companies are participating
HOW TO APPLY FOR INTERVIEWS?
Register for placement services at the Career Center AND bring
resumes (one for each company that interests you) to the Career Center,Chadbourne Hall by Wednesday,January 22 at 12 noonParticipating Companies: 
Aetna Life & Casualty
The Andover Companies
Ames Department Stores, Inc.
G.H. Bass & Company
Brooks Drug
Bureau of Taxation/
Audit Div. State of Me
L.
Cianbro Corporation
City Gardens, Inc.
Farmers Home Administration
Ford Motor Credit Company
Hannaford Brothers Company
IDS Financial Services, Inc.
John Hancock-Maine Agency
Keane Incorporated
Meldisco
Metropolitan Life
Northwestern Mutual Life
Insurance Company
Osco Drug/Say-On Drugs
J.C. Penney, Inc.
Radio Shack-Div. of
Tandy Corporation
Social Security Administration
The Upjohn Company
Wyeth-Ayerst Laboratories
Petition seeks to put Maine Day on calendar permanently
By Shannon Judd
Staff Writer
Maine Day has traditionally been an
uncertain event at the University of Maine.
A petition to correct that was given to
Interim President John Hitt stressing the
need for Maine Day to be put on the academ-
ic calendar permanently.
At 11 a.m. Jan. 16, a petition with 1,215
signatures, which would eliminate the need
to have Maine Day approved every year,
was given to Hitt by students and members
of the Maine Day committee.
Hitt said it is now a matter of process for
the consideration of the petition. He also
the faculty senate constitution would
have to be looked at to see what could be
done with the petition.
The petition included an expression of
support for the preservation of Maine Day in
its 56th year of tradition at UMaine. It also
urged Hitt to sustain Maine Day as a com-
munity service and make it a permanent
component of the UMaine academic
calendar.
Brent Littlefield, vice president of stu-
dent government, said the petition was de-
signed to show that students as well as
important members of UMaine staff and the
community support Maine Day.
The petition was signed by former
UMaine professor Eugene A. Mawhinney,
as well as Orono Town Manager Nancy
Orr, showing the non-student support for
Maine Day.
Other signers were Nancy Dysart, direc-
tor of alumni activities, and Assistant Vice
President and Dean of Student Services
Dwight L. Rideout.
Responding to the petition, Rideout said
"It's a good idea to stabilize the program."
He also agreed that Maine Day should be-
come a part of the academic calendar at
UMaine, like spring break.
Littlefield said he started a group called
the Maine Day Task Force last September
because it is "ridiculous to continue to has-
sle over Maine Day every year."
He added that it would be much easier
to have it put on the academic calendar for
students as well as for teachers, so they
could include Maine Day in their syllabi
ahead of time instead of reworking them_
Littlefield said Maine Day was approved
in October this year rather than in February
as it usually is by the Faculty Staff because
of the Task Force. One of the major goals of
the Force was to "urge Hitt to make Maine
Day a permanent component of the school
calendar year."
Littlefield explained there should be no
problem attaining the goals of the petition if
people see the good Maine Day does for the
community and the university.
"I'm tired of a minority of faculty has-
sling students over something this positive,"
he said.
• Criminal news
Escaped killer transvestite captured after skirting police
By Shiela McNulty
Associated Press Writer
PARAMUS, N.J. (AP) — A transvestite
convicted killer who escaped from a Con-
necticut prison and later eluded FBI agents
who found him in a motel was captured
Saturday, authorities said.
Frank Vandever, last seen Thursday in
Spring Valley, N.Y., was arrested as he
walked to a stolen car in a Paramus shopping
mall parking lot, New York state police
investigator Mike Thomas said.
Vandever had returned on Saturday
morning to the same Spring Valley motel he
fled from Thursday night and stole the car
from a woman who left it running while she
went inside, Thomas said.
Vandever was dressed as a man on Sat-
urday, a witness said.
Federal, state and local law enforcement
officers had blanketed the suburbs north of
New York City searching for Vandever, 37,
a former stockbroker from Guilford, Conn.
He had been serving a 40-year sentence
for the 1988 murder of a client who discov-
ered he was tapping into his investment
funds. Hours after the killing, Vandever
used the man's credit card to go shopping at
a boutique that caters to transvestites.
Vandever and Ronald Rutan escaped
from a Connecticut state prison on Dec. 31
Summer Job Blues?
If you are one of the many with a shaky summer job situation, check out
Upward Bound and its Math-Science Center—two educational programs
designed to help disadvantaged high school students enter postsecondary
school. Students selected for these rewarding positions are energetic,
dedicated, and responsible people with college majors or backgrounds in the
areas listed below.
English Teachers • Social Studies Teachers • Science Teachers
Counselors-in-Residence • Mathematics Teachers •
Chemistry Teachers • Nurse/Health Educators •
Workshop Coordinators • Residential Life Counselors
Computer Science Teachers • Work Experience Coordinators
Camping Trip Coordinators • Biology/Life Science Teachers
Physics Teachers • Horizon Coordinators • Resident Directors
While work in Upward Bound is sometimes hard and often involves long
hours, the rewards include professional training and experience, personal
growth, and the satisfaction of knowing that you have helped a group of
disadvantaged adolescents become better prepared through education to
face future challenges.
Summer Work-Study funding is necessary for some Upward Bound
positions. To apply for Summer Work-Study, stop by the Financial Aid
Office and pick-up an application packet. You must complete the FAF and
have it in the mail by the deadline. (UMaine students must also complete
and return a Summer Work-Study application (see application for
deadline). Room and Ix)ard are provided for residential life positions and
may be available for some others.
Upward Bound
......
& the Upward Bound Math-Science Center
316 Chadbourne HA University of Maine, Orono 04469 • (207) 581-2522
A woman who saw a report about the pair on
a nationally syndicated television show
Thursday night tipped off the FBI that they
were at the motel in Spring Valley, 28 miles
north of New York City.
But Vandever eluded capture by hop-
ping a fence near the New York Thruway
and running into woods, authorities said.
FBI agents captured Rutan, 34, who was
serving a 20-year sentence for burglary.
Despite the large manhunt, Vandever
may have robbed a bank Friday in Nyack,
N.Y. A man wearing heavy makeup used a
fake bomb to steal $10,000 from a drive-up
teller, authorities said.
About 2 1/2 hours before his arrest Sat-
urday afternoon, Vandever was spotted in a
7-Eleven convenience store in Bergenfield,
N.J., said John Kindergan, the store manag-
er. Police came into the store a half hour later
with a photograph of Vandever, which both
cashiers recognized, he said.
Kindergan said Vandever as dressed as
a man. He looked "a little scrotingy and was
wearing a red flannel lumberjack coat, a
scruffy beard, and his hair looked un-
combed," he said. "The most outstanding
feature about him, my cashiers said, was his
hazel-green eyes."
In 1988, Vandever shot and killed client
Ronald Hiiri, who discovered Vandever had
been dipping into his investment account.
BOOK BUYBACK
OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT, INC.
Monday thru Friday
11 AM — 3 PM
Across from the N. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union
. ,Angelou says literature can provide a mirror to the self
By Elizabeth Satterfield
Staff Writer
From the moment she stepped on stage
singing, Maya Angelou captivated the audi-
ence's attention at the Maine Center for the
Arts last Wednesday night.
"An Evening with Maya Angelou" was
rescheduled for Jan. 15 after a postpone-
ment in September. Angelou's perfor-
mance introduced the University of
Maine's celebration of Civil Right's,
Awareness Month.
Angelou is a best selling author, poet,
educator, actress, producer and director and
civil rights activist. During the 1960s, she
was the northern coordinator for the South-
ern Christian Leadership Conference at the
request of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Angelou was introduced as one of the
"great writers of our age" by Dean Leslie
Flemming of the College of Arts and Human-
ities. Angelou, after singing strains from folk
songs of various ethnocentric backgrounds,
commented about the temperature, saying
she was excited to be in Orono, but "you
could have invited me at a warmer time!"
Angelou's sense of humor was evident
throughout the performance, yet she left
lasting impressions of a serious nature as
well. Her students in Ghana, Africa de-
scribe her method of teaching as "blow-
biting-blow."
"One blows in an area until it becomes
anesthetized, bites, and quickly begins to
blow again so the person doesn't know they
have been bitten," said Angelou, explaining
why she uses humor to sandwich statements
of great significance.
"All people have the right to sing their
song, spend their moment in the sun," said
Angelou, addressing civil rights.
"If a person has no way of seeing their
worth, they take their unworthiness and force
it on the world. Everybody needs a mirror
and must choose what he or she wants to
remember and make it the most important
lesson," she said.
Angelou said literature can provide this
mirror, and "literature encourages people to
survive, to thrive, have passion and compas-
sion, humor, and style."
Speaking about Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr., Angelou said it is also important to
remember those who fought for civil rights
before him, including Thomas Jefferson,
Thomas Paine, Sojourner Truth, Frederick
Douglass and Harriet Tubman.
"If put on a pedestal, an image of Martin
Luther King is created that he was a person
who was larger than life. Young people will
look at the figure and say 'I could never be
like that.' He was a human being, see him in
yourselves, see yourselves in him," she said.
She quoted an ancient Roman playwright
with "Nothing human can be alien to me."
"It is a necessity to have the courage to
dream," Angelou said. She said Aristotle taught
courage is the most important of all virtues.
"These are your glory days, your moment
to develop enough courage to live in a way to
honor those who came before us and pay for
those yet to come," Angelou said. "It is
important that the civil rights movement not
become a theatrical folly. People have risked
their lives not because they loved blacks or
whites but because they loved right."
"There is no separation. It's impossible
for me to be free if you are not free. I am
morally imprisoned," she said.
The performance was sponsored by the
Center for Multicultural Affairs and co-
sponsored by various student and campus
organizations.
• Anti-Semitism
Poll states one out of eight Germans is anti-Semitic
BONN, Germany (AP) — A poll pub-
lished Saturday, the eve of the opening of a
national Holocaust memorial, suggested one
in eight Germans is anti-Semitic.
The poll's results also come amid grow-
ing concern about violent right-wing ex-
tremism in Germany. The latest example:
arson Friday night at a home for asylum-
seekers in southern Germany. Nine people,
including seven children, were injured.
The poll, conducted by the respected
Emnid Institute, concluded that 13 percent
of all German adults were anti-Semitic, based
on 16 questions asked of 3,000 people
throughout the country.
Thirty-six percent said Jews had "too
much influence" in the world, 21 percent
said Jews were "intolerant" and 18 percent
said they believed that "many Jews try to use
the past to their advantage."
When pollsters looked at how many peo-
ple had given anti-Semitic answers, they
found that 52 percent showed varying levels
of prejudice.
Rent the Alfond Ice Arena
Dorms, Fraternities ...
Looking for something to do?
Try broomball, pick up hockey
or have a skating party.
Broomball equipment
and figure skates are
available to rent.
Cost of renting the arena is:
$120 an hour before 11 I'M
$80 an hour after 11 Pm
For more information, call Betty
at 581-1103
Only 48 percent were "free of anti-Semi-
tism" — defined by pollsters as having an-
swered positively to only one or none of the
16 items. Thirteen percent answered yes to
six or more of the statements and were deemed
by the pollsters to be hard-core anti-Semitic.
The poll, commissioned by and pub-
lished in the new issue of Der Spiegel, also
showed more anti-Semitism in the western
part of Germany than in the five new states
that were East Germany.
Sixteen percent of west Germans were
said to be anti-Semitic, compared to only 4
percent in former East Germany.
Emnid questioned 2,000 people in former
West Germany and 1,000 people in former
East Germany. It gave no margin of error for
its study, but said the numbers were statisti-
cally significant to speak for Germany's 60
million adults.
Last week, Spiegel published the first
part of Emnid's findings, which showed that
42 percent of Germans surveyed believed
that the Nazis had "good and bad sides."
Dear Members of the UM Community:
Interim President Hitt has appointed a new committee to
generate ideas that could help the University of Maine respond
to future cuts in our budget. Taken on top of recent budget -
reductions and recisions, these additional cuts may imply the
need for a radical restructuring of our institution. As members
of the ad hoc committee, we are seeking the help of all
members of the University community in submitting proposalsthat might help the University to make the most 9f an
increasingly adverse financial environment.
Specifically, we ask you to send any suggestions youbelieve would enable the University to succeed with less, to
contain costs, to do business differently, and to accomplish ourprimary mission more effectively. We are interested in seeing
all options, however radical, unusual, or unconventional. We
are interested in comprehensive ideas, as well as in specific
cost-saving proposals.
If you wish to communicate your thinking to the
committee, please send a concise statement of your proposal
and rationale, over your signature, to our Committee Chair:
Gregory Brown
Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs
209 Alumni Hall
The Committee's charge entails reporting to the TaskForce on Program and Budget Review by February 1, so it isimportant that responses to this solicitation be received as soonas possible. Thank you for your assistance in this importantmatter. Very truly yours,
Ad Hoc Committee
John Halstead, Vice President for Student AffairsJulia Watkins, Dean, College of Social & Behavioral SciencesJefferson White, Professor of Philosophy and Chair of Department of PhilosophyJohn Alexander, Professor of Civil Engineering
David Wihry, Associate Professor of Economics
Thomas Christensen, Associate Professor of Bio-Resource EngineeringMary Tyler, Professor of Zoology
Gregory Brown, Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs (Chair)
SportsNews
• Basketball at Alfond--UMaine Men drop two
• Black Bear swim team faces unkindest cut
• Link leads UMaine hockey to 10-4 win Sunday
The Campus
Sports Ticker
Black Bear Hoop Stats
Women's through 17 games: 10-7
Name (Gp) Min Pts Reb Ast
Frenette (17) 554 221 101 29
Briggs (17) 541 211 144 27
Bradstreet (17) 648 178 71 71
Carpenter (12) 347 163 70 13
Goodhue (17) 449 131 56 60
Buetow (17) 207 89 45 15
Dionne (13) 214 43 23 18
Grealy (10) 110 42 19 8
Philbrick (8) 83 16 13 2
Strong (4) 97 14 10 4
Sullivan (8) 76 9 7
Krom (3) 14 9 7 2
Wolf (2) 10 4 4 0
Men's through 16 games: 7-9
Name (Gp) Min Pts Reb Ast
Bouchard (16) 517 200 114 27
Higgins (16) 569 155 33 77
Terrell (16) 430 136 35 24
Marseille (15) 292 106 56 5
Hursey (16) 424 106 45 50
Barnes (16) 278 75 42 0
Jones (15) 219 68 38 4
Hillman (11) 136 67 33 2
Kearson (12) 72 10 11 5
Doran (4) 4 0 0 0
Foltz (0) 0 0 0 0
Delaware Blue Hens 80-67
Game Played l -18-92UMaine
Name Min Fg Ft R A Pts
Hodge 22 7-14 1-2 5 3 17
Bouchard 27 4-11 2-4 3 2 10
Hillman 23 6-7 0-0 5 0 12
Higgins 38 0-2 2-2 1 6 2
Hursey 32 2-8 4-5 0 4 8
Barnes 11 2-3 0-0 0 0 4
Terrell 6 2-3 0-0 0 0 4
Jones 18 3-7 4-4 4 1 10
Kearson 8 0-1 0-0 2 0 0
Doran 1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Totals 20026-5613-17 26 16 67
FG% .464 FT% .765; Three-Point goals:
2-4, .500 (Hodge 2-3. Higgins 0-1); Blocks:
3 (Kearson 2, Jones); Turnovers: 22
(Hodge 9, Higgins 6, Hillman 2, Hursey 2,
Jones, Kearson, Bouchard). Steals: 14
(Higgins 5, Hursey 4, Jones 2, Hodge,
Barnes, Bouchard).
Delaware
Name Min Fg Ft R A Pts
Coles 30 5-10 3-7 5- 0 13
Murray 33 5-8 4-4 6 2 14
Dunkley 32 3-6 5-6 5 0 11
Pearl 35 3-8 0-0 0 7 6
Wright 14 1-1 1-2 1 1 3
Deadwyler 27 7-9 3-5 4 5 21
M ' ntgmry 23 4-4 2-4 4 1 10
Johnson 4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Jackson 4 0-1 1-2 0 0 1
Blackhurst 3 0-0 1-2 0 0 1
Totals 20028-4720-32 31 16 80
FG% .596, FT% .625; Three-Point goals:
4-9.444 (Deadwyler 4-5, Pearl 0-2, Coles
0-2); Blocked: 5 (Coles 3, Dunkley, Mur-
ray). Turnovers: 22 (Montgomery 4,
Wright 4, Pearl 4. Coles 3, Murray 2,
Deadwyler 2, Dunkley, Jackson). Steals:
10 (Murray 3, Pearl 2, Coles 2, Johnson,
Deaths/ter, Dunkley) '
UMaine 39 28 67
Delaware 38 42 80
• UMaine Swimming
UMaine swim team gets axed
Al) Michael Plosek says cut will save UMaine athletic department $100,000
By Tim Hopley
Sports Writer
Lance Graham. UMaine has said the $25,000 Senior Shawn Leonard, a two-year mem-
in scholarship money and the coachs' salaries her of the team, noted that while cuts needed
will be paid through fiscal year 1993. to be made, they "should've been made all
As part of a state-mandated $188,650 Wren, who has been affiliated with the around instead of cutting one whole pro-
reduction in the athletic budget at the Univer- Black Bear swim program for 21 years, said
sity of Maine, both the men's and women's he obviously wishes things could be different. "I agree that cuts had to be made, but this
swim teams have been dropped to club status, "1 would have liked for there to be a way hurts the whole athletic program. Most of the
effective at the end of the current season. for us to keep the program, but it's perfectly students probably won't care though, because
New UMaine Athletic Director Michael clear the direction in which things are going," they're sick and tired of all the academic
Ploszek made the announcement Tuesday, Wren said. cuts," Leonard said.
Jan. 7, saying the elimination of swimming as He added the team has been dealing with The Black Bear swim team, which is
a varsity program would result in a $100,000 the prospect of cuts for the past two months, heavily loaded with students from Maine(67
savings for the athletic department. Another but the attitude of the team has been remark- percent), is coming off a 1990-91 season
$90,000 in cuts is expected to be felt in the ably good. However, he said he did feel the which saw the men post a 4-6 record and a
remaining 17 varsity-level programs. axing of the program was affecting the team's fourth place finish at the men's New England
The swim program is the biggest casualty performance. Championships in Rhode Island. The women
after the four percent cut in the university's "Iwas told there was no other alternative," checked in at a respectable 7-4 and finished
$4.3 million athletic budget in 1992. Wren said. "That tells me the people who seventh in the women's NE Championships,
The cut became necessary when $10.8 made the decision feel that things willal ways which the team hosted at the Stanley M.
million was chopped from the University of be as bad as they are...it's a pretty pessimistic Wallace Pool.
Maine system's overall budget; $3.43 million attitude to take but..." The overall records of the teams are also
of that came from the Orono campus. As far as the future status of swimming at impressive, as the women have not had a losing
The majority of the savings ($75,000) UMaine, the term "club" is not something Wren season since 1973, compiling a 144-48 record.
from cutting the swim program will come feels is a sure thing, saying the use of the term is The Black Bear men have been equally inn-
from the salaries of coaches Jeff Wren and really just a way of making the cuts softer. pressive and enjoy an overall 143-69 record.
• UMaine Men's Basketball
Black Bears drop pair in Alfond hoop opener
Senior Guard Derrick Hodge slams home the first UMaine hoop in the team's
new home—The Alfond Arena. (Boyd photo.)
By Chad Finn
Sports Writer
The eagerly awaited debut of the renovat-
ed-for-basketball Alfond Arena finally hap-
pened this weekend after months of construc-
tion and delays.
But the UMaine men's hoop team failed in
two attempts to christen their classy new
home with a victory.
On Friday night, the Black Bears made an
inspired comeback after being as much as 16
points behind, only to fall short in the closing
minutes and lose to Drexel University, 55-50.
Then on Sunday, the Black Bears blew a
ten-point first-half lead on their way to losing
to the University of Delaware, 80-67.
Happy to have their basketball team back
on campus after a four-year term in the Bang-
or Auditorium, and curious about the new
changes in Alfond, a total of 5,750 screaming
fans came to watch the two games.
Excitement was in the air Friday as UMaine
tipped-off versus Drexel (4-8 overall, 1-0 in
the NAC). The crowd gave the UMaine start-
ers a standing ovation when they were an-
nounced, and they stayed on their feet until the
Dragons' Jonathan Raab quieted them with a
short jumper for the first-ever basket in Al-
fond.
But a Derrick Hodge dunk off of a Marty
Higgins steal quickly whipped the crowd
back into a frenzy. Little did they know that
the Hodge hoop would be UMaine's only
points in the first 6:31 of the contest as Drexel
ripped off a 10-2 run to start the game.
A short jumper by Hodge broke the Black
Bear scoring drought, but Drexel's Clarence
Armstrong sandwiched a pair of three point-
ers around a dunk by UMaine's Francois
Sec HOOPS on pagc 23
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• UMaine Hockey
Black Bears, Link (2 goals
By Tim Hop ley
Sports Writer
Senior defenseman Tony Link, who
scored his first career goal in career game
number 92 during this year's Dexter Hock-
ey Classic, tallied two more last night as the
University of Maine Black Bears moved to
18-2 overall, 7-1 in Hockey East, with a 10-
4 drubbing of the Merrimack Warriors.
To put things in perspective, Link scor-
ing two goals in a game is like a light-
hitting shortstop hitting two home runs in a
game or like Greg Kite scoring 40 points in
a basketball game. It's just not something
that happens.
Luckily for the Black Bears it did hap-
pen, though, as the big blue-liner from
Alaska broke open a 3-1 hockey game after
one period with his two goals in the first
3:09 of the second, the latter proving to be
•the game winner.
Scott Pellerin (#16), Wayne ConIan (#8)
and another surprise, Lee Saunders (#1 of
the season and career) gave UMaine the 3-1
lead after one (Dan GraveIle tallied for
Merrimack).
Link and Patrice Tardif (#8 and later
ifV) pushed it to 6-1 before the Warriors
came back.
Claude Maillet of Merrimack scored at
the 8:21 mark of the second. Kent Salfi (#3)
got that one back but the Warriors scored
two quick goals less than a minute apart,
making it a 7-4 game after two periods.
Have no fear though, there would be no
upset, as Jim Montgomery (#13), Jean-Yves
Roy (#18) and Tardif all notched third period
markers and the Black Bears had their win.
"That's why they're the No.1 team in the
nation," Merrimack Coach Ron Anderson
said. "They show you why every night."
UMaine Goaltender Mike Dunham was
outstanding in the nets for Coach Shawn
Walsh, stopping 22 of 26 shots en route to
his third win against no losses on the season.
"I was very pleased with the play of
Mike Dunham tonight," Walsh said. "He
made at least four great saves in the second
period when it very easily could have been
7-6 after two if he hadn't."
Dunham's counterpart Steve D' Amore
didn't fare quite as well though, allowing six
goals on 16 shots before being lifted in favor
of Mike Doneghey who turned aside four of
18 shots he saw.
The Black Bears return to action this
Friday and Saturday as they travel to North-
eastern and then on to Providence.
Shots from the Point
• Pellerin delivered the hit of the night (a
"wake-up call") at the 7:48 mark of the first
when he absolutely crushed Warrior first-
year defenseman Mark Cornforth who was
skating up ice with his head down, a definite
no-no in hockey. Cornforth suffered a bro-
ken collarbone.
• There was a nearly 15 minute delay in
the second period as the lights partially went
out in the ever-expanding Alfond Arena.
• Link's two goals on the night gives him
three for the season and makes him the
highest goal-scoring defenseman on the
Black Bears.
Black Bear Patrice Tardif scores after being tripped up by a Merrimackdefenseman. Note the puck between the goalie's legs. (Boyd photo.)
Injury Update
• Senior Martin Robitaille missed his
fourth straight game with a knee injury after
playing 148 straight games...Defenseman
Matt Martin has not played since injuring
his knee and ankle in UMaine's 15-5 win
over Army.. First-year blue-liner Andy Sil-
verman and center Randy Olson also sat out
the contest with shoulder injuries. They are
day-to-day.
What the polls say
• The Black Bears still hold down the
No.1 spot in the most recent Albany Times
Poll. Northern Michigan, Michigan, Lake
Superior and Minnesota round out the
top five.
UMaine has held down the top spot for
all but one week this season.
The only other HE member in the poll in
Boston University, who checks in at No.6
Election for Student Body
President 'ST Vice-President
February 11, 1992
Nomination papers are available in the Student Government
office from January 20th until nominations close January 27th at3:30 PM. A candidates' meeting will be held January 27th at 5 pmin the North Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Questions concerning the nomination or election process
should be directed to:
Barbara Homer
Student Government office
Memorial Union, 581-1775
UMaine men down Vermont; women finish second
Summer school the way it should be.
University of Maine Men's Track Results
UMaine 97-Vermont 47
60 Yard Dash
1. Tubbs (UM) 6.60
2. Rippergeo (VT) 6.77
3. Wood (UM) 6.78,
60 Yard Hurdles
I. Agren (UM) 8.27
2. Wilson (UM) 8.49
3. Ripperger (VT) 8.49
200 Meters
1. Tubbs (UM) 23.28
2. Morse (UM) 23.41
3. Pagliarlio (VT) 32.76
400 Meters
1. Proctor (UM) 52.35
2. Zinckgraf (UM) 53.26
3. Bayer (VI) 53.97
600 Yard Dash
I. Langstaff (UM) 1:17:50
2. Hume (UM) 1:19:21
3. Blake (VT) 1:20:37
800 Meters
I. Noblea (VT) 1:57.81
2. Tynan (UM) 1:59.69
3. Shultz (UM) 2:03.57
1000 Yards
1. Young (UM) 2:20:99
2. Carmolli (VT) 2:21:32
3. Berna (VT) 2:22:86
Mile
1. Garrido (VT) 4:22.7
2. Karwitt (VT) 4:26.42
3. LaChance (UM) 4:27.56
2 Mile
1. Mataskella (VT) 9:31.1
2. Spaulding (UM) 9:31.4
3. Krawitt (VT) 9:45.1
Mile Relay
1. UMaine 3:31.57
2. Vermont 3:40.65
2 Mile Relay
1. Vermont 8:25.9
2. UMaine
High Jump
I. Morse (UM)
8:33.7
6'4"
By Chad Finn
Sports Writer
Backed by strong performances from
Robert Tubbs and Kirk Carter, the Universi-
ty of Maine men's track team cruised past
the University of Vermont 97-47 Saturday
afternoon in the Memorial Gym field house.
The news wasn't so good, however, for the
Black Bear women, who fuii shed second in the
three-team meet. Vermont placed first with
106 points, easily outdistancing UMaine' stun-
ner-up total of 39 points. Bowdoin, which
competed only in the women's meet, ended the
day with a final tally of 26 points.
Even with the split, UMaine head coach
Jim Ballinger was happy with both squads'
performances.
"Since we've only had one week of
practice since break ended. I expected us to
be a little rusty today, and we were," Ball-
inger said. "But I think this meet got the
kinks out, and next week we should be
stronger. Overall. I was very pleased."
Tubbs and Carter paced the Black Bears,
with each winning a pair of events. Tubbs
finished first in the 60 yard dash and the 200
meter sprint, while Carter won both the long
jump and the triple jump.
UMaine was also bolstered by the return
of distance runner Jeff Young.
Young. who had been sidelined with a
stress fracture for the past 10 months, returned
with a bang, winning the 1000 meter race.
"It's great to have him back," Ballinger
said. "lie's worked extremely hard in the
weight room and in the pool since he got
hurt, so I wasn't all that surprised that he
came back so strong."
Other winners for the men's squad in-
cluded Tom Langstaff in the 600-yard race,
Shawn Agren in the 60-yard hurdles, Mike
Proctor in the 400-meter race and Rhett
Morse in the high jump.
In the field events, UMaine's Greg
Stewart managed to pull off a clean sweep.
He claimed both the 35 lb. weight throw
and the shotput.
For the Black Bear women, Charla Hat-
tie was the only first-place finisher, winning
the 1000-meter race. Other standouts in-
cluded Kim Pierce (second in the 400-meter,
fifth in the 200-meter) and Karen Fields
(second in the 800-meter, third in the mile).
Next weekend the UMaine men's squad
heads to upstate New York to face Colgate
University, while the women's team will
travel to Lewiston to compete in the seven-
team Bates Invitational.
Coach Ballinger said both meets will
quite difficult.
"Colgate is a tough team and it should be
a very competitive net for our guys," he said.
"As far as the women are concerned, I'm not
sure quite yet what the field will be, but I think
they will be facing the likes of Colby, New
Hampshire and Dartmouth. Both meets should
be very challenging for our teams."
2. Smith (VT)
2. Desilets (VT)
Long Jump
I. Carter (11M)
2. Lovley (UM)
3. Wood (UM)
Triple Jump
1. Carter (UM)
2. Ryan (UM)
3. Chase (VT)
35-pound weight
6'2"
6'2"
21'2"
20'5 1/4"
20'3 1/4"
44'4 3/4"
42'5 3/4"
41' I"
Summer 1992
Top Ten Reasons to go
to Summer School:
•Lighten your Fall or Spring course load.
*Take classes at night and work during the day.
•Clarify your educational goals.
•Improve your chances for a promotion or a better job.
•Expand your expertise for graduate study.
•Do an internship or co-op field experience.
•Explore other areas of interest.
•Concentrate on a required or difficult, course.
•Meet new people.
For a 1992 Summer Session Catalog
(including May Term) stop by the Summer Session Office in Chadbourne
Hall, call 581-3142 or mail the coupon below.
Catalogs available February 26.
clip and mail • 
MAIL To: University of Maine Summer 1992
University of Maine 122 Chadbourne Hall
Orono, Maine 04469
NAME 
STREET ADDRESS 
CITY OR TOWN STATE ZIP 
*
I. Stewart (UM) 40' 3/4"
2. Schaeffer (UM) 35'4 1/2"
3. Dombroski (UM) 35'3 1/2"
Shot Put
1. Stewart (UM) 39'3"
2. Dombroski (UM) 39'0"
3. Schaeffer (UM) 36'3 3/4"
U of Maine Women's Track Results
Vermont 106, UMaine 39, Bowdoin 28
60 Yard Dash
I. Davis (VT) 7.36
2. Soule (BOW) 7.44
3. Takash (VT) 7.75
60 Yard Hurdles
I. Davis (VT) 9.22
2. Kelly (VT) 9.39
3. Toth (BOW) 9.52
200 Meters
I. Davis (VT) 27.80
2. Takach (VT) 27.80
3. Soule (BOW) 27.90
400 Meters
1. Kelly (VT) 63.18
2. Pierce (ME) 64.12
3. King (ME) 65.21
600 Yards
1. Dwire (VT) 1:27.97
2. Hendly (ME) 1:34.14
3. Roth (ME) 1:35.85
800 Meters
I. Allard (VT) 2:25.5
2. Fields (ME) 2:28.88
1. Hunt (BOW) 2:29.13
1000 Yards
I. Harrie (My) 2:49.35
2. Dutra (V1) 2:52.63
3. Levan (BOW) 2:52.91
Mile
I. Hunt (BOW) 5:14.57
2. Grenke (VT) 5:18.79
3. Fields (ME) 5:21.88
2 Mile
I. Grenke (VT) 11:49.4
2. Bash (ME) 11:58
3. Belyea (ME) 12:11.2
880 Yard Relay
I. Vermont 1:47.43
2. Bowdoin 1:52.43
Mile Relay
I. Vermont 4:19.3
2. Maine 4:27.41
2 Mile Relay
I. Vermont 10:06.3
2. Maine 10:14.4
3. Bowdoin 10:22.1
High Jump
I. Atkinson (VT) 5'4"
2. Toth (Bow) 5'2"
3. Stinson 4'10"
Triple Jump
I. O'Neil (BOW) 35'
2. Mc Cormack (VT) 34'3 1/2"
3. Michaud (ME) 31' 4"
20 pound weight
1. C. Czemiakowski (VT) 43' 6"
2. Steady (VT) 42' 8"
3. Sweeney (VT) 42' 3"
• 
SPRINGnq
BREAK
Don't trust anyone else with your vacations!
Book your vacation through the
FILENE'S BASEMENT VACATION OUTLIT!
NI trips include RT Airfare, 7 Nights Hotel
& Free RT Transfers!
Travel Free (with a group of 20)
Book by Phone Today!
Book by Credit Card!
CANCUN
COZUMEL
JAMAICA
BAHAMAS
DAYTONA
VENEZUELA
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
S399
S549
S449
S459
S349
5399
CALL 617 267-8100
VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER & FILENE'S BASEMENT CARDS ACCEPTED
uividine mu-items
While you were gone...
January
21 — Open House
6-8 pm
23 — Informational
7-9 pm
26 — Super Bowl Party
29 — Mixer (Socialize w/Brothers)
7-9 pm
Ser
By Tim Hopley
Sports Writer
The second half of the season is here and
University of Maine athletic action is heating
up as the Black Bear squads make their stretch
runs for post-season action.
While we've been away, the UMaine men's
and women' s basketball teams, the hockey team
and the swim team have been hard at work
improving their team records in the process.
The No.1 ranked Black Bear hockey team
suffered a lone defeat in the three week period, a
3-2 heartbreaker to Wisconsin in the finals of the
Bank One Badger Showdown in Milwaukee.
Along the way, Coach Shawn Walsh's
charges won the Great Western Freezeout in
Los Angeles, defeating Waterloo 5-0 in the
final game and also their own Dexter Hockey
Classic, downing UMass/Lowell 4-2 for their
fourth consecutive DHC title.
In all, the Black Bears skated away with a
5-1 holiday record despite playing all six
games without defenseman Chris Imes and
goalie Mike Dunham (US Junior National
Team) and Jean-Yves Roy for a pair of games
while the junior played for Team Canada in
the Spengler Cup in Devoss, Switzerland.
Dunham has continued his excellent post-
injury play as he was invited for a try-out with
Team USA, which is currently preparing for--
the Olympics. Dunham lost his opener 5-0 hut
came back to earn a 5-5 tie the next night.
It was announced last week that US Olympic
Coach Dave Peterson has told Dunham he will be
one of the three goalies the team will carry.
Coach Rudy Keeling's men's basketball
team travelled to Washington for the Shootout
Spokane and came away with a split, losing the
first game to Gonzaga 70-55 before downing
Vermont 67-61 in the consolation game.
After a loss to Loyola of Chicago on New
Years Eve, the Black Bears reeled off three
straight wins (including a conference win
over Vermont) before falling to Drexel in the
first basketball game ever played in Alfond
Arena, 55-50 Friday night. UMaine's record
now stands at 7-9 overall, 1-2 in the North
Atlantic Conference.
Trish Roberts' women hoopsters have also
turned up their play a notch, winning five of
seven during the break and most recently
downing Drexel and Delaware on the road to
push their record to 10-7, 3-1 in the NAC.
Senior Jess Carpenter has been hot of late,
hitting for a career high 26 points in UMaine's
90-83 win over Sacramento St. on Jan 4. She
followed that up with a 20-point performance
versus Hartford five days later.
The Black Bears return to Alfond Arena
Thursday when the take on NAC front-runner
Vermont at 7:30 p.m.
The Black Bear track teams are continu-
ing their schedule, with the men's team down-
ing Vermont Saturday while the women placed
second in their meet.
The men's team was bolstered by the
return of Jeff Young, who had not run com-
petitively in 10 months. He was out with a
stress fracture in his leg.
Well, now that you're up to date, enjoy the
action and let the games begin (again!).
• UMaine Women's Basketball
Women hoopsters take two
By Tim Hopley
Sports Writer
The University of Maine women's bas-
ketball team continued its improved play of
late, downing Drexel University 61-45 and
the University of Delaware 75-59 in a pair of
big weekend road wins.
With the "Ws" the Black Bears move to
10-7 on the year and 3-1 in the North Atlantic
Conference with a meeting with NAC's top
team, the Vermont Catamounts, waiting in
the wings this week.
Senior guard Julie Bradstreet led the charge
in Friday's win at Drexel. The 5-foot-8 Brad-
over the weekend; now 10-7
street scored a game-high 24 points and re-
corded seven steals as UMaine survived a
horrendous shooting night (18-of-68 26.5
percent) for the win.
"Julie Bradstreet played a really good
game tonight," UMaine Coach Trish Roberts
said. "(Drexel) collapsed on our inside game
and we needed some outside shooting. We-hit
some big buckets."
Leading 21-15 at the half, the Black Bears
lit the Dragons up for 40 points in the second
stanza and answered a Drexel run which
pulled the hosts from Philadelphia to within
four with 14 minutes left.
An 11-5 run, keyed by a pair of Bradstreet
rhe
RUSH
Si9mct.
February
Snow Football (w/cocoa) — 2
1-3 pm
Pizza Party/Ski Movies — 5
7-9 pm
NBA Slam Dunk Contest — 8
NBA All-Star Game — 9
2:30; GT 3 pm
Semi-Formal Dinner (Catered) — 13
Sigma Chi provides Chemical Free Housing
and requires a 2.5 GPA minimum for membership.
"[COIL)
your-setf ArcL-r-r!
three-pointers, pushed the lead back to ten and
the game was history.
Jess Carpenter and Heather Briggs added
10 points apiece for UMaine, while Debbie
Lynn led the Dragons with 14.
In Saturday's first meeting ever with new
NAC foe Delaware, the Black Bears jumped
ahead early and coasted to a 16-point win.
Behind strong, balanced scoring and hot
shooting (54.4 percent) , UMaine won for the
seventh time in their last nine contests.
Carpenter and Tracey Frenette led the way
with 16 points apie^e, followed by Bradstreet
(14), Carrie Goodfue (13) and Briggs who
scored 12 to go al ng with 11 rebounds.
Jen Lipinski garnered game high honors
for the Blue Hens with 22, including 3-of-3
from three-point range.
The Black Bears return home to play in
Alfond Arena for the first time Thursday night
as Vermont comes to town for a 7:30 tip-off.
Vermont is led by a pair of Maine-state
natives in Sharon Bay (16.7 points per game)
and Missy Kelsen (13.4 ppg.) from Portland.
The Catamounts are 13-0 on the season, 3-
0 in the NAC, and managed a win in [lure tries
over UMaine a season ago.
Sheri Turnbull is the big gun for Coach
Cathy Inglese. The 5-foot-11 Turnbull leads
the NAC averaging 18.2 ppg.
ROC
ELECTIONS
President and Vice-Presidential
Elections for Residents On Campus
will be held February 11, 1992.
Nomination Papers are available at the
Student Government Office,
from January 20 until nominations close
January 27 at 3:30pm.
Any questions concerning the nomination
or election process should be directed to:
Barbara Homer
Residents on Campus
3rd Floor, Memorial Union
581-1760
tv give U1C liragons a 16-6 lead.
Drexel led by as many as 12 in the first half
as the Black Bears couldn't find their shoot-
ing touch on the cold Alfoncl floor. Behind
nine first half points from Michael Thomp-
son, the Dragons took a 29-19 lead into the
locker room at halftime.
UMaine's Deonte Hursey opened the sec-
ond half nailing a pair of hoops. But Thompson
ripped off eight straight points to give the Drag-
ons their biggest lead of the night at 39-23..
The Drexel lead stayed in double figures
until a pair of Ed Jones free
-throws, a Higgins
three pointer, and a Hodge drive keyed a 7-0
run by the Black Bears and brought them to
within eight at 43-35 with 9:50 to play.
Suddenly, Drexel became foul-prone as
they sent the Black Bears to the foul line on
five straight possessions. UMaine converted
nine of the free throws, all the while holding
the Dragons to a pair of hoops. The Drexel
lead was down to four with 4:40 to play.
Higgins hit one of two free thmws after a
Drexel turnover to bring UMaine within two.
That was as close as they would get though
as the Dragons Jim Rub, a walk-on, hit four
clutch foul shots down the stretch to boost
Drexel to the win.
Needless to say UMaine Coach Rudy
Keeling was disappointed with his team's
perfomiance.
'The sad thing," Keeling said, "is that we
played very poorly but still had a chance to win
the game. We never really had our heads in it."
Drexel Coach Bill Herrion was impressed
with the Black Bears' tenacity though.
"They play hard all the time, and they are
extremely aggressive defensively," lierrion
said. —They are an excellent tearn at this level.."
Michael Thompson led all scorers with
18 for Drexel, while Rullo netted a career-
high 12.Hig,gins led UMaine with 14, while
also setting school records for steals in game
(8) and in a career (188). Derrick Hodge
added 11 points.
On Sunday, UMaine opened against Del-
aware exactly the opposite of the way they
began against Drexel. With Hodge leading
the way with eight points, the red-hot Black
Bears jumped out to an early 17-9 lead in the
first 4:58 of the game.
The teams then swapped hoops on eight
straight possessions, with UMaine big man
Dan Hillman boosting the Black Bear lead to
25-17 with 6 points in the sequence.
The Black Bears hopes of a blowout victory
turned sour though. UMaine guard Kevin Ter-
rell landed on a Delaware player's foot after
driving in for a layup. Terrell went down in a
heap and had to be helped off of the cowl with
an ankle injury. He was taken to the hospital for
X-rays and did not return to action.
Shortly after Terrell's injury, Delaware
guard Ricky Deadwyler caught fire. The jun-
ior reserve nailed a pair of three-pointers
around a Hillman layup, and then hit another
jumper just inside the three point line to bring
Delaware to within four at 29-25.
UMaine turned the ball over on its next
possession, and the Blue lien's Spencer Dunk-
ley answered with a layup to bring his club
within two and finish off a 10-2 l)elaware run.
UMaine's Deonte Hursey sank a couple
of free throws before Deadwyler hit his third
three of the game and the Black Beard led at
the half 39-38.
Behind five points each from Deadwyler
and Alex Coles, the Blue Hens broke off a 10-
2 run to open the second half and take a 48-41
lead. The Black Bears hung tough behind two
Jones foul shots, a Jones jumper, and a Kenny
Barnes layup to bring the score to 50-47 with
13:07 left on the clock.
The Blue Hens picked up their defensive
intensity though, and a basket by Hodge was
UMaine's only hoop for the next 4:14 as
Delaware increased their lead to 56-49.
A pair of Hodge threes and two Jones bas-
kets mixed in with a couple of with Delaware
hoops brought UMaine to within two at 61-59.
However, the Black Bears would get no
closer as Spencer Dunkley contributed six points
to a 19-6 Delaware run to close out the game.
"They're an excellent team," Keeling said.
"They were missing their shots in the first
half, and then Deadwyler came in and broke
our backs with his barrage. But we still need
to react better and learn to take advantage of
our opportunities."
Deadwy ler said he was looking forward to
playing at Alfond again.
"They (UMaine) are a good team, and it's
a nice new arena to play in," said Deadwyler.
"I just hope next time there is some heat in the
place," commenting on the cold temperatures
that still pervade Alfond.
Deadwy ler paced all scorers with 21 points
on 7 for 9 shooting. Mark Murray had 14
points for the Blue Hens (11-3, 2-0) while
Coles added 13 and Dunkley 11.
For IlMaine, now 7-9 and 1-2 in the NAC,
Hodge led the way with 17, but on the down-
side committed 9 turnovers. Hillman dropped
in 12, and Bouchard and Jones each tallied 10.
Although his club has lost its last two
conference games, Keeling said he believes
his team still has a shot at the NA(' regular
season title.
"Our goals for the season don't change,"
he said. "I think we still have a legitimate shot
at the championship. The next few games will
be very important in determining our level of
success this season."
Hull MVP of
All-Star Game
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — After miss-
ing last season's NHL All-Star Game, Brett
Hull didn't miss the net Saturday.
Scoring two goals with the help of line-
mate Wayne Gretzky, Hull led the Camp-
bell Conference to a 10-6 victory over the
Wales in another typical high-scoring game.
The 16 goals tied the second-highest
combined goal total in All-Star history, set
last year at Chicago where the Campbell
beat the Wales 11-5. The record of 19 was
set in 1990 when the Wales beat the Camp-
bell 12T7 at Pittsburgh.
Hull was looking forward to Saturday's
43rd All-Star Game at the Spectrum after
missing last year's show because of an in-
jured foot.
The St. Louis Blues' star was especially
looking forward to playing on a line for the
first time with Gretzky, the Los Angeles
Kings' center who is the NHL's all-time
leading scorer.
He wasn't disappointed.
Hull set up Gretzky for a first-period
goal, then Gretzky returned the favor twice
in the second period when the Campbell
Conference turned the game into a rout
with six goals.
Hull was voted the game's most valuable
player.
Gretzky's goal improved his All-Star
record to 12 goals. The goals for Hull, the
NHL's goal-scoring leader this season, were
his first in three All-Star Games.
The respective teams will return to reg-
ular season action Tuesday and Thursday
following the four-day break.
"All the News
That's Fit to Print"
VOL.CXL----No. 48,483
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NEW YORK, THURSDAY, JANUARY 17, 1991 40 CENTS
U.S. AND ALLIES OPEN AIR WAR ON IRAQ;
BOMB BAGHDAD AND KUWAITI TARGETS;
'NO CHOICE' BUT FORCE, BUSH DECLARES
A TENSE WAIT ENI
News of Attack Sweet WHO:
the Country, Stirring WHAT:
Profound Feelings WHERE:
 
WHEN:
 
 WHY:
 
HOW:
SPRING TERM OFFERING
Students and Faculty
40% off newsstand price
University Bookstore (News Counter)
Sign up now and avoid the rush
Because if you have to go to class--- you might as well go "First Class"
Papers can be picked up at the bookstore
Mon-Fri $18.00
Mon-Sat $21.00
7 days $38.50
Sun only $17.50
Please make checks payable to: U of ME
CLASS ORDERS AVAILABLE
DROP ORDER REQUESTS OFF AT THE BOOKSTORE
'ighting Yet;
by Hussein
24
The Maine Campus, Monday, January 20, 1992
SWM seeking lady 20-29 who considers herself slim
and attractive. I'm into movies, bowling, watching
videos at home, visiting nice restaurants and
rollerskating u10001
Apartment for rent, Luxurious, 1 bedroom walkingdistance to campus, dishwasher, heat & hot waterincluded. 8-month lease, $495/month. 1210000
SWM 23, 5'11", 190 lbs, muscular build seeksintelligent, enthusiastic, rock-n-roll SWN (sensitive
warm nymph) 18-24. I'm into music, animals and
computers. u10005
D-clivorced j= single B=black W=white F=female
SM 28 who likes music mountaineering, movies, the stars
and the New Age is searching loran intelligent, sensitive
SF w/ the same interests. 1,10011
SWM 23 needs a dynamic, socially adept introvert for X-
mas. I like the blues, screen writing, guitar and piano, am
a psychology major and very healthy looking for the
same qualities in a female between 19-24. v10006
Professional Counselor especially for students and faculty.Group-Individual, all areas including self-actualization,interactive, humanistic, astrological. Astrograms also
individually prepared. 13.10009
M=rnale
-900-988-5053 (,..costs $1 99/minute)
Responding to a Person 2 Person ad
Just call 1-900-988-5035 from any touch-tone phone where you receive a bill and enter the 5-digit wnumber of the adthat interests you. If your phone is set to pulse instead of tone, you'll need to set it to tone after acessing the system.You may then leave a response, enter another Txnumber, or browse through other messages. (Calls cost $1.99/min.)
Shore a lovely home in Orono, perfect tor o nice student,
everything included, reasonable, several options, available
now. cr10007
--
University Poetry Anthology - seeks select creative,
original poetry from students, faculty For its Spring '92
publication. Theme: Pathways to the Tree of Life. University
Paste-up Productions. e10008
SWM who is into Star Trek, cross-country skiing & moviesis looking for SWF w/simi kr interests. Must be somewhat
attractive. No big egos please. u10010
Writing, editing, typing service. Professional writer with
research, evaluation and analytical skills, making youlook good Prompt and responsible. Also résumésprofessionally written and strategically prepared with
target letters. u10012
Placing your free Person 2 Person ad
You can *re your ad by calling 581-1273 or by stopping by our offices in lord Hall. All Person 2 Person ads are free andkept confidential. When you place your ad you'll be given a voice mailbox ti number and atoll free number to call to raerveyour messages. After you receive your box number you'll need to record a greeting for people leaving messages for you.
I
-1Rules & DeadlinesMaine Campus Person 2 Person ads are for people seeking a means of screening calls while retaining anonymity_ Person 2 Person ads are ideal for singles seeking relationships, apartment/house dwellers seeking roommates, or employers seekingapplkants for a job, among other things. No full names, street addresses or phone numbers will be included in ads. The Maine Campus will refuse ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomical languagewill not be accepted. We reserve the right to edit or refuse any ad. All Person 2 Person ods must be *iced by 5:00 pm 2 working days poor to the dote of publication and will remain in effect for 2 weeks. Ads are limited to 140 characters
Maine
jobs
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT -
fisheries. Earn S5,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room k Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience neces-
sary. Male or Female. For employ-
ment program call 1-206-545-4155
ext. 245
Camp Counselors wanted at beauti-
ful ref idential summer camp for girls in
Vermont. Gymnastics, tennis, field
sports, sailing, canoeing, ceramics, arts/
crafts, dance, drama, and tripping.
Strong skills; good moral character &
love of children a must. Academic credit
available. Mid June—Mid August. Fe-
male, non smokers. Contact Locheam
Camp, Box 500, Post Mills, Vt. 05058
1-800-235-6659.
volunteer jobs
The helpline needs volunteers—spring
training sessions are Jan 27-30th. If
interested call 1-4020 or come by the
counseling center.
personals
Delta Zeta Sorority welcomes you to
Rush Parties! Come meet the sisters
and pledges in the basement of Ox-
ford Hall. Nuts + Bolts Jan 21 at 7pm.
Make turtle cookies Jan 22 at 7pm.
Get Personal. Stop by the basement
of Lord Hall today to place yourperson-
al ad.
pus classifieds Stop by the basement of Lord Hailftfrr your classified ad.
for sale
Pioneer 100wattreceiver with Dolby
surroundStstudio&stadium modes
paid 1500 asking $250 call 581-7371
DBX 250 watt subwoofer strong
enough to shake a small building paid
$300 asking $175 call 581-7371
1984 Honda Civic must sell leaving
USA, superb condition brand new
clutch & stereo system huge MPG All
offers considered leave a message for
Dave at 866-5618.
79 Dodge Omni 96K broken exhaust
broken headlight runs great asking
$150 or best offer Call 866-5809 Gene
apartments
Country—Living Townhouse Apts
NEW 2 bdrm 11/2 bath, on site Indry.
Heat water, sewer. 9 miles from UM
BRADLEY Sec. Dep. 1 yr Ise. S575/mo
866-7798.
Room for Rent: Close to campus with
shared kitchen and bath, four quiet,
mature adults, 1275/mo. plus toll calls,
Call 866-7002.
Room for Rent in Old Town with
three other females. 1125/month.
Needed immediately. Call 827-8228.
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE. $660/
mo. Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ base-
ment. AVAILABLE NOW. W/D Hook-
up. Incl. Heat, water, sewer. No Pets.
Sec. Dep. 1 yr. lease. Close to campus.
Call 945-6955 or 945-5260.
apartments
BANGOR PINEWOOD. 1575/mo.
Luxury 2 BR Townhome. 1 1/2 baths.
Washer/dryer. Storage. Heat, water,
sewer Incl. Sec. Dep. No Pets. 1 yr.
lease. Call 945-6955 or 945-5260.
One bedroom apt avail. immediately
Furnished or unfumished. Sublet Col-
lege Park Apts close to campus $325 +
util. Call Collect (508)-256-5261
services
Gorgeous: Professional male and fe-
male exotic dancers and singing
telegrams. Call 947-4406. Discounts.
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience,
replace zippers, hemming, etc, Will
pick up + deliver. Call Jeanne 827-
5115.
ANXIOUS? UNINTENDED PREGNAN-
CY! Free pregnancy test. 866-5579
lost Sr found
Lost: 1 black leather jacket. Has the
name Jessica printed inside. If found,
please call Josh at 7080.
Lost: Black watch with leather straps
somewhere near Little or Shibles. Sen-
timental value. Call Ang at 581-4643 
Lost: Colorful fabric wallet with zipper
somewhere in Little Hall first floor. Call
Alex 827-8973.
Lose something? Find something? Stop
by the Maine Campus for a FREE lost or
found ad.
Classifieds Work!
spring break
Heatwave Vacations Spring Break 1992
THE BEST RATES—GUARANTEED TO
BEAT THE COMPETITION BY AT
LEAST $50!!! CANCUN JAMAICA
BAHAMAS For more information
Call 800-395-WAVE
YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO
LIVE! DO IT RIGHT! SPRING BREAK IN
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, CANCUN
FROM $369!! ORGANIZE GROUP
TRAVEL FREE! CALL 1-800-426-7710
WANTED: SUN & PARTY HUNGRY
PEOPLE!!! SPRING BREAK: Cancun,
Bahamas from 1259.00 includes
roundtrip air, 7 nights hotel, parties,
free admission and more! Organize a
small group. Earn free trip.
1(800)BEACH IT.
"Spring Break 92. Prices from $299"
Cancun - Bahamas - Jamaica - Carnival
Cruises Guaranteed lowest prices on
campus!!! Save $25.00 ifyou book lzy
December 20,1991 For more infor-
mation call Advance Travel Toll Free
800-755-7996 "We guarantee a
memory of a lifetime"
CARIBBEAN only $189 roundtrip air
to somewhere sunny and warm! Hitch
a ride on a jet to EUROPE for $160!
AIRH ITCH 212-864-2000.
Welcome 
 
 
 Back!
